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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW

Since 1973, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has gathered information about student achievement in mathematics. Results of these periodic assessments, produced in print and web-based formats, provide valuable information to a wide variety of audiences. They inform citizens about the nature of students’ comprehension of the subject, curriculum specialists about the level and nature of student achievement, and policymakers about factors related to schooling and its relationship to student proficiency in mathematics.

The NAEP assessment in mathematics has two components that differ in purpose. One assessment measures long-term trends in achievement among 9-, 13-, and 17-year-old students by using the same basic design each time. This unique measure allows for comparisons of students’ knowledge of mathematics since it was first administered in 1973. The main NAEP assessment is administered at the national, state, and selected urban district levels. Results are reported on student achievement in grades 4, 8, and 12 at the national level, and for grades 4 and 8 at the state level and for large urban districts that volunteered to participate. The main NAEP assessment is based on a framework (such as this one) that can be updated periodically. The 2022 and 2024 Mathematics Framework reflects changes from 2005 in grade 12 only; mathematics content objectives for grades 4 and 8 have not changed. Therefore, main NAEP trend lines from the early 1990s can continue at fourth and eighth grades for the 2022 and 2024 assessments. Special analyses have also determined that main NAEP trend lines from 2005 can continue at 12th grade for the 2022 and 2024 assessments.

Taken together, the NAEP assessments provide a rich, broad, and deep picture of student mathematics achievement in the U.S. Results are reported in terms of scale scores and percentiles. These reports provide comprehensive information about what students in the U.S. know and can do in the area of mathematics. These reports present information on strengths and weaknesses in students’ knowledge of mathematics and their ability to apply that knowledge in problem-solving situations. In addition, these reports provide comparative student data according to gender, race/ethnicity, socio-economic status, and geographic region; describe trends in student performance over time; and report on relationships between student proficiency and certain background variables.
Student results on the main NAEP assessment are reported for three achievement levels (NAEP Basic, NAEP Proficient, and NAEP Advanced) as described below:

- **NAEP Basic** denotes partial mastery of prerequisite knowledge and skills that are fundamental for performance at the NAEP Proficient level.
- **NAEP Proficient** represents solid academic performance for each NAEP assessment. Students reaching this level have demonstrated competency over challenging subject matter, including subject-matter knowledge, application of such knowledge to real-world situations, and analytical skills appropriate to the subject matter.
- **NAEP Advanced** signifies superior performance beyond NAEP Proficient.

These levels are intended to provide descriptions of what students should know and be able to do in mathematics. Established for the 1992 mathematics scale at grades 4 and 8 and for the 2005 and 2009 mathematics scale at grade 12 through a broadly inclusive process and adopted by the National Assessment Governing Board, the three levels per grade are the primary means of reporting NAEP data. Compared with 2005, the 2009 achievement level descriptions for grade 12 reflect updated content. See appendix A and appendix B for the NAEP Mathematics Achievement-Level Descriptions.

**What Is an Assessment Framework?**

An assessment framework is like a blueprint. It lays out the basic design of the assessment by describing the mathematics content that should be tested and the types of assessment questions that should be included. It also describes how the various design factors should be balanced across the assessment. A companion document to this framework, Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment, gives more detail about development of the items and conditions for the 2022 and 2024 NAEP Mathematics Assessments.

This is an assessment framework, not a curriculum framework. In broad terms, this framework attempts to answer the question: What mathematics skills should be assessed on NAEP at grades 4, 8, and 12? The answer to this question must necessarily take into account the constraints of a large-scale assessment such as NAEP with its limitations on time and resources. Of critical importance is the fact that this document does not attempt to answer the question: What (or how) mathematics should be taught? The framework was developed with the understanding that some concepts, skills, and activities in school mathematics are not suitable to be assessed on NAEP, although they may well be important components of a school curriculum. Examples include an extended project that involves gathering data, or a group project.

This framework describes a design for the main NAEP assessments at the national, state, and district levels, but it is not the framework for the long-term trend NAEP Assessment described earlier.
Need for a New Framework at Grade 12

For several years, the Governing Board has focused special attention on ways to improve the assessment of 12th graders by NAEP. The goal for this 12th-grade initiative is to enable NAEP to report on how well prepared 12th-grade students are for postsecondary education and training. To accomplish this goal, the content of the assessments as described in the 2005 Mathematics Framework was analyzed and revisions considered. The challenge was to find the essential mathematics that can form the foundation for these postsecondary paths. These should include use of quantitative tools, broad competence in mathematical reasoning, mathematics required for postsecondary courses, and the ability to integrate and apply mathematics in diverse problem-solving contexts. Analysis of the 2005 Mathematics Framework revealed that some revisions would be necessary to meet this challenge.

Framework Development Process

To implement this change at the 12th grade, the Governing Board contracted with Achieve, Inc., to examine NAEP’s Mathematics Framework in relation to benchmarks set by the American Diploma Project. An Achieve panel of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and policymakers proposed increasing the scope and rigor of the 12th grade NAEP assessment. Achieve developed new assessment objectives, and a panel of mathematicians and mathematics educators (including classroom teachers) reviewed and revised the objectives and matched them against the current set of objectives for grades 4 and 8. The panel conducted focus groups with the Association of State Supervisors of Mathematics and survey reviews with various NAEP constituents, using repeated rounds of reviews. The Governing Board approved the final set of grade 12 objectives in August 2006.

Changes From 2005 Framework

The exhibit below compares the 2009–2024 and 2005 mathematics frameworks.

Exhibit 1. Comparison of 2005 and 2009–2024 mathematics frameworks

| Mathematics content          | Objectives for grades 4 and 8 remain the same |
|                             | New subtopic of “mathematical reasoning” at grades 4, 8, and 12 |
|                             | Distribution of items for each content area at all grades remains the same |
|                             | New objectives for grade 12 |
| Mathematical complexity     | New clarifications and new examples to describe levels of mathematical complexity |
| Calculator policy           | Remains the same |
| Item formats                | Remains the same |
| Tools and manipulatives     | Remains the same |
Conclusion and Preview of Framework

The bullets below summarize each chapter in the NAEP Mathematics Framework:

- **Mathematics content.** Chapter two contains descriptions of the five major content areas of mathematics (Number Properties and Operations; Measurement; Geometry; Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability; and Algebra) and specific objectives for grades 4, 8, and 12.

- **Mathematical complexity.** Each NAEP mathematics test item is designed to measure a specific level of thinking (called the *mathematical complexity* of the item). Chapter three describes the three levels and offers examples of each.

- **Item formats.** NAEP mathematics test items are written in one of three formats: multiple choice, short constructed response, or extended constructed response, with the 2022 and 2024 assessments including these item types in a digital platform. Chapter four describes each of these formats and gives examples.

- **Assessment design.** Each form of the NAEP Mathematics Assessment must be balanced according to a number of different factors, including content, level of complexity, and format. Chapter five describes the guidelines for balancing each factor. This chapter also addresses other issues of design such as sampling, use of calculators, tools and manipulatives, and accessibility for all students.

A valuable resource for learning more about NAEP can be found on the Internet at nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/. This site contains reports describing results of recent assessments and a searchable tool for viewing released items. Items can be searched by many different features, such as grade level and content area. Information about the items includes student performance and any applicable scoring rubrics. NAEP-released items used as examples in this document are marked with a designation that matches the item name in the NAEP Questions Tool, which can be found on the website.
CHAPTER TWO

FRAMEWORK FOR THE ASSESSMENT

This chapter presents content areas, distribution of items by content, a description of the matrix format, and a detailed description of each content area followed by the specific objectives of the mathematics framework for that area.

Content Areas

Since its first mathematics assessments in the early 1970s and early 1980s, NAEP has regularly gathered data on students’ understanding of mathematical content. Although the names of the content areas in the frameworks and some of the topics in those areas may change somewhat from one assessment to the next, a consistent focus toward collecting information on student performance in five key areas remains. The framework for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment is anchored in these same five broad areas of mathematical content:

- **Number Properties and Operations** (including computation and understanding of number concepts)
- **Measurement** (including use of instruments, application of processes, and concepts of area and volume)
- **Geometry** (including spatial reasoning and applying geometric properties)
- **Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability** (including graphical displays and statistics)
- **Algebra** (including representations and relationships)

These divisions are not intended to separate mathematics into discrete elements. Rather, they are intended to provide a helpful classification scheme that describes the full spectrum of mathematical content assessed by NAEP. Classification of items into one primary content area is not always clear-cut, but it helps ensure that important mathematical concepts and skills are assessed in a balanced way.

At grade 12, the five content areas are collapsed into four, with geometry and measurement combined into one. This reflects the fact that the majority of measurement topics suitable for 12th-grade students are geometric in nature. Separating these two areas of mathematics at 12th grade becomes forced and unnecessary.
It is important to note that certain aspects of mathematics occur in all content areas. The best example of this is computation, or the skill of performing operations on numbers. This skill should not be confused with the Number Properties and Operations content area, which encompasses a wide range of concepts about our numeration system. The area of Number Properties and Operations includes a variety of computational skills, ranging from operations with whole numbers to work with decimals, fractions, and real numbers. However, computation is also critical in Measurement and Geometry in calculating the perimeter of a rectangle, estimating the height of a building, or finding the hypotenuse of a right triangle. Data analysis often involves computation in calculating a mean or the range of a set of data, for example. Probability often entails work with rational numbers. Solving algebraic equations also usually involves numerical computation. Computation, therefore, is a foundational skill in every content area. Although the main NAEP assessment is not designed to report a separate score for computation, results from the long-term NAEP assessment can provide insight into students’ computational abilities.

As described in chapter one, one of the changes made from the 2005 framework is the addition of a subtopic for mathematical reasoning that appears in Number Properties and Operations; Geometry; Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability; and Algebra. No new objectives were written at grades 4 and 8, but some of the objectives from the 2005 framework were moved into this new subtopic area. This reflects a new emphasis on the importance of mathematical reasoning across each content area.

**Item Distribution**

The distribution of items among the various mathematical content areas is a critical feature of the assessment design because it reflects the relative importance and value given to each. As has been the case with past NAEP assessments, the categories receive differential emphasis at each grade. Exhibit 2 provides the recommended balance of items in the assessment by content area for each grade (4, 8, and 12). The recommended item distribution is identical to the percentages found in the 2005 NAEP Mathematics Framework. Note that the percentages refer to numbers of items, not the amount of testing time.

**Exhibit 2. Percentage distribution of items by grade and content area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Properties and Operations</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organizing the framework by content areas has the potential for fragmentation. However, the intent is that the objectives and the test items built on them will, in many cases, cross content area boundaries.

To provide clarity and specificity in the objectives for each grade level, the framework matrix (Exhibits 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) depicts the particular objectives appropriate for assessment under each subtopic. For example, within the Number Properties and Operations subtopic of Number Sense, specific objectives are listed for assessment at grades 4, 8, and 12. The same objective at different grade levels depicts a developmental sequence for that concept or skill. An empty cell in the matrix conveys that a particular objective is not appropriate for assessment at that grade level.

To fully understand these objectives and their intent, please note the following:

- These objectives describe what is to be assessed on NAEP. They should not be interpreted as a complete description of mathematics that should be taught at these grade levels.

- Some of the grade 12 objectives are marked with an asterisk (*). This denotes objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra). Therefore, these objectives will be selected less often than the others for inclusion on the assessments. Although all test items will be assigned a primary classification, some test items could potentially fall into more than one content area or under more than one objective.

- When the word or is used in an objective, it should be understood that an item may assess one or more of the concepts included.

- Further clarification of some objectives along with sample items may be found in Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment.

Mathematical Content Areas

Number Properties and Operations

Numbers are our main tools for describing the world quantitatively. As such, they deserve a privileged place in the NAEP Mathematics Framework. With whole numbers, we can count collections of discrete objects of any type. We can also use numbers to describe fractional parts, to describe continuous quantities such as length, area, volume, weight, and time, and even to describe
more complicated derived quantities such as rates of speed, density, inflation, interest, and so on. Thanks to Cartesian coordinates, we can use pairs of numbers to describe points in a plane or triads of numbers to label points in space. Numbers let us talk in a precise way about anything that can be counted, measured, or located in space.

Numbers are not simply labels for quantities; they form systems with their own internal structure. Arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) help us model basic real-world operations. For example, joining two collections or laying two lengths end to end can be described by addition, whereas the concept of rate depends on division. Multiplication and division of whole numbers lead to the beginnings of number theory, including concepts of factorization, remainder, and prime number. The other basic structure of real numbers is ordering, as in which is greater and which is lesser. These reflect our intuitions about the relative size of quantities and provide a basis for making sensible estimates.

The accessibility and usefulness of arithmetic is greatly enhanced by our efficient means for representing numbers: the Hindu-Arabic decimal place value system. In its full development, this remarkable system includes decimal fractions, which let us approximate any real number as closely as we wish. Decimal notation allows us to do arithmetic by means of simple routine algorithms and it also makes size comparisons and estimation easy. The decimal system achieves its efficiency through sophistication as all the basic algebraic operations are implicitly used in writing decimal numbers. To represent ratios of two whole numbers exactly, we supplement decimal notation with fractions.

Comfort in dealing with numbers effectively is called number sense. It includes intuition about what numbers tell us; understanding the ways to represent numbers symbolically (including facility with converting between different representations); ability to calculate, either exactly or approximately, and by several means (mentally, with paper and pencil, or with calculator, as appropriate); and skill in estimation. Ability to deal with proportion (including percent) is another important part of number sense.

Number sense is a major expectation of the NAEP mathematics assessment. In fourth grade, students are expected to have a solid grasp of whole numbers as represented by the decimal system and to begin understanding fractions. By eighth grade, they should be comfortable with rational numbers, represented either as decimal fractions (including percentages) or as common fractions, and should be able to use them to solve problems involving proportionality and rates. At this level, numbers should also begin to coalesce with geometry by extending students’ understanding of the number line. This concept should be connected with ideas of approximation and the use of scientific notation. Eighth graders should also have some acquaintance with naturally occurring irrational numbers such as square roots and pi. By 12th grade, students should be comfortable dealing with all types of real numbers and various representations such as exponents or logarithms. Students at the
12th-grade level should be familiar with complex numbers and be able to establish the validity of numerical properties using mathematical arguments.

**Exhibit 3. Number properties and operations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Number sense</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Identify place value and actual value of digits in whole numbers.</td>
<td>a) Use place value to model and describe integers and decimals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Represent numbers using models such as base 10 representations, number lines, and two-dimensional models.</td>
<td>b) Model or describe rational numbers or numerical relationships using number lines and diagrams.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Compose or decompose whole quantities by place value (e.g., write whole numbers in expanded notation using place value: $342 = 300 + 40 + 2$).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Write or rename whole numbers (e.g., $10: 5 + 5, 12 – 2, 2 x 5$).</td>
<td>d) Write or rename rational numbers.</td>
<td>d) Represent, interpret, or compare expressions for real numbers, including expressions using exponents and logarithms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Connect model, number word, or number using various models and representations for whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.</td>
<td>e) Recognize, translate or apply multiple representations of rational numbers (fractions, decimals, and percents) in meaningful contexts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Express or interpret numbers using scientific notation from real-life contexts.</td>
<td>f) Represent or interpret expressions involving very large or very small numbers in scientific notation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Find or model absolute value or apply to problem situations.</td>
<td>g) Represent, interpret, or compare expressions or problem situations involving absolute values.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Exhibit 3 (continued). Number properties and operations

### 1) Number sense (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h) Order or compare rational numbers (fractions, decimals, percents, or integers) using various models and representations (e.g., number line).</td>
<td>i) Order or compare rational numbers including very large and small integers, and decimals and fractions close to zero.</td>
<td>i) Order or compare real numbers, including very large and very small real numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Order or compare whole numbers, decimals, or fractions.</td>
<td>i) Order or compare rational numbers including very large and small integers, and decimals and fractions close to zero.</td>
<td>i) Order or compare real numbers, including very large and very small real numbers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2) Estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Use benchmarks (well-known numbers used as meaningful points for comparison) for whole numbers, decimals, or fractions in contexts (e.g., ½ and .5 may be used as benchmarks for fractions and decimals between 0 and 1.00).</td>
<td>a) Establish or apply benchmarks for rational numbers and common irrational numbers (e.g., π) in contexts.</td>
<td>b) Identify situations where estimation is appropriate, determine the needed degree of accuracy, and analyze* the effect of the estimation method on the accuracy of results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Make estimates appropriate to a given situation with whole numbers, fractions, or decimals by: • Knowing when to estimate, • Selecting the appropriate type of estimate, including overestimate, underestimate, and range of estimate, or • Selecting the appropriate method of estimation (e.g., rounding).</td>
<td>b) Make estimates appropriate to a given situation by: • Identifying when estimation is appropriate, • Determining the level of accuracy needed, • Selecting the appropriate method of estimation, or • Analyzing the effect of an estimation method on the accuracy of results.</td>
<td>b) Identify situations where estimation is appropriate, determine the needed degree of accuracy, and analyze* the effect of the estimation method on the accuracy of results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Verify solutions or determine the reasonableness of results in meaningful contexts.</td>
<td>c) Verify solutions or determine the reasonableness of results in a variety of situations, including calculator and computer results.</td>
<td>c) Verify solutions or determine the reasonableness of results in a variety of situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Estimate square or cube roots of numbers less than 1,000 between two whole numbers.</td>
<td>d) Estimate square or cube roots of numbers less than 1,000 between two whole numbers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
### Exhibit 3 (continued). Number properties and operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3) Number operations</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Add and subtract:</td>
<td>a) Perform computations with rational numbers.</td>
<td>a) Find integral or simple fractional powers of real numbers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Whole numbers, or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fractions with like denominators, or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Decimals through hundredths.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Multiply whole numbers:</td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Perform arithmetic operations with real numbers, including common irrational numbers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No larger than two digit by two digit with paper and pencil computation, or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Larger numbers with use of calculator.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Divide whole numbers:</td>
<td></td>
<td>c) Perform arithmetic operations with expressions involving absolute value.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Up to three digits by one digit with paper and pencil computation, or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Up to five digits by two digits with use of calculator.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Describe the effect of operations on size (whole numbers).</td>
<td>d) Describe the effect of multiplying and dividing by numbers including the effect of multiplying or dividing a rational number by:</td>
<td>d) Describe the effect of multiplying and dividing by numbers including the effect of multiplying or dividing a real number by:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Zero, or</td>
<td>• Zero, or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A number less than zero, or</td>
<td>• A number less than zero, or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A number between zero and one,</td>
<td>• A number between zero and one, or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• One, or</td>
<td>• One, or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A number greater than one.</td>
<td>• A number greater than one.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Interpret whole number operations and the relationships between them.</td>
<td>e) Interpret rational number operations and the relationships between them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Solve application problems involving numbers and operations.</td>
<td>f) Solve application problems involving rational numbers and operations using exact answers or estimates as appropriate.</td>
<td>f) Solve application problems involving numbers, including rational and common irrationals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 3 (continued). Number properties and operations

#### 4) Ratios and proportional reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Use simple ratios to describe problem situations.</td>
<td>a) Use ratios to describe problem situations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Use fractions to represent and express ratios and proportions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Use proportional reasoning to model and solve problems (including rates and scaling).</td>
<td>c) Use proportions to solve problems (including rates of change).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Solve problems involving percentages (including percent increase and decrease, interest rates, tax, discount, tips, or part/whole relationships).</td>
<td>d) Solve multistep problems involving percentages, including compound percentages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5) Properties of number and operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Identify odd and even numbers.</td>
<td>a) Describe odd and even integers and how they behave under different operations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Identify factors of whole numbers.</td>
<td>b) Recognize, find, or use factors, multiples, or prime factorization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Recognize or use prime and composite numbers to solve problems.</td>
<td>c) Solve problems using factors, multiples, or prime factorization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Use divisibility or remainders in problem settings.</td>
<td>d) Use divisibility or remainders in problem settings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Apply basic properties of operations.</td>
<td>e) Apply basic properties of operations.</td>
<td>e) Apply basic properties of operations, including conventions about the order of operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Recognize properties of the number system (whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers) and how they are related to each other, and identify examples of each type of number.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 3 (continued). Number properties and operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Explain or justify a mathematical concept or relationship (e.g., explain why 15 is an odd number or why 7-3 is not the same as 3-7).</td>
<td>a) Explain or justify a mathematical concept or relationship (e.g., explain why 17 is prime).</td>
<td>a) Give a mathematical argument to establish the validity of a simple numerical property or relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Provide a mathematical argument to explain operations with two or more fractions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) <em>Analyze or interpret a proof by mathematical induction of a simple numerical relationship.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).

**Measurement**

Measuring is the process by which numbers are assigned to describe the world quantitatively. This process involves selecting the attribute of the object or event to be measured, comparing this attribute to a unit, and reporting the number of units. For example, in measuring a child, we may select the attribute of height and the inch as the unit for the comparison. In comparing the height to the inch, we may find that the child is about 42 inches. If considering only the domain of whole numbers, we would report that the child is 42 inches tall. However, since height is a continuous attribute, we may consider the domain of rational numbers and report that the child is 41\(\frac{3}{16}\) inches tall (to the nearest 16th of the inch). Measurement also allows us to model positive and negative numbers as well as the irrational numbers.

This connection between measuring and number makes measuring a vital part of the school curriculum. Measurement models are often used when students are learning about number and operations. For example, area and volume models can help students understand multiplication and its properties. Length models, especially the number line, can help students understand ordering and rounding numbers. Measurement also has a strong connection to other areas of school mathematics and to the other subjects in the school curriculum. Problems in algebra are often drawn from measurement situations. One can also consider measurement to be a function or a mapping of an attribute to a set of numbers. Geometry as taught in U.S. schools often focuses on the measurement aspect of geometric figures. Statistics also provides ways to measure and to compare sets of data. These are just some of the ways that measurement is intertwined with the other four content areas.

In this NAEP Mathematics Framework, attributes such as capacity, weight/mass, time, and temperature are included, as are the geometric attributes of length, area, and volume. Although many
of these attributes are included in the grade 4 framework, the emphasis there is on length, including perimeter, distance, and height. More emphasis is placed on areas and angles in grade 8. By grade 12, volumes and rates constructed from other attributes, such as speed, are emphasized.

The NAEP assessment includes nonstandard, customary, and metric units. At grade 4, common customary units such as inch, quart, pound, and hour; and common metric units such as centimeter, liter, and gram are emphasized. Grades 8 and 12 include the use of both square and cubic units for measuring area, surface area, and volume, degrees for measuring angles, and constructed units such as miles per hour. Converting from one unit in a system to another, such as from minutes to hours, is an important aspect of measurement included in problem situations. Understanding and using the many conversions available is an important skill. There are a limited number of common, everyday equivalencies that students are expected to know (see Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment for more detail).

Items classified in this content area depend on some knowledge of measurement. For example, an item that asks the difference between a 3-inch and a 13/4-inch line segment is a number item, whereas an item comparing a 2-foot segment with an 8-inch line segment is a measurement item. In many secondary schools, measurement becomes an integral part of geometry; this is reflected in the proportion of items recommended for these two areas.

### Exhibit 4. Measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Measuring physical attributes</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Identify the attribute that is appropriate to measure in a given situation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Compare objects with respect to a given attribute, such as length, area, volume, time, or temperature.</td>
<td>b) Compare objects with respect to length, area, volume, angle measurement, weight, or mass.</td>
<td>b) Determine the effect of proportions and scaling on length, area, and volume.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Estimate the size of an object with respect to a given measurement attribute (e.g., length, perimeter, or area using a grid).</td>
<td>c) Estimate the size of an object with respect to a given measurement attribute (e.g., area).</td>
<td>c) Estimate or compare perimeters or areas of two-dimensional geometric figures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Solve problems of angle measurement, including those involving triangles or other polygons or parallel lines cut by a transversal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 4 (continued). Measurement

#### 1) Measuring physical attributes (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e) Select or use appropriate measurement instruments such as ruler, meter stick, clock, thermometer, or other scaled instruments.</td>
<td>e) Select or use appropriate measurement instrument to determine or create a given length, area, volume, angle, weight, or mass.</td>
<td>f) Solve problems involving perimeter or area of plane figures such as polygons, circles, or composite figures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Solve problems involving perimeter of plane figures.</td>
<td>f) Solve mathematical or real-world problems involving perimeter or area of plane figures such as triangles, rectangles, circles, or composite figures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Solve problems involving area of squares and rectangles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Solve problems involving volume or surface area of rectangular solids, cylinders, prisms, or composite shapes.</td>
<td>h) Solve problems by determining, estimating, or comparing volumes or surface areas of three-dimensional figures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Solve problems involving rates such as speed or population density.</td>
<td>i) Solve problems involving rates such as speed, density, population density, or flow rates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2) Systems of measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Select or use an appropriate type of unit for the attribute being measured such as length, time, or temperature.</td>
<td>a) Select or use an appropriate type of unit for the attribute being measured such as length, area, angle, time, or volume.</td>
<td>a) Recognize that geometric measurements (length, area, perimeter, and volume) depend on the choice of a unit, and apply such units in expressions, equations, and problem solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Solve problems involving conversions within the same measurement system such as conversions involving inches and feet or hours and minutes.</td>
<td>b) Solve problems involving conversions within the same measurement system such as conversions involving square inches and square feet.</td>
<td>b) Solve problems involving conversions within or between measurement systems, given the relationship between the units.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 4 (continued). Measurement

#### 2) Systems of measurement (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| c) Estimate the measure of an object in one system given the measure of that object in another system and the approximate conversion factor. For example:  
  - Distance conversion: 1 kilometer is approximately 5/8 of a mile.  
  - Money conversion: U.S. dollars to Canadian dollars.  
  - Temperature conversion: Fahrenheit to Celsius. | d) Determine appropriate size of unit of measurement in problem situation involving such attributes as length, area, or volume. | d) Understand that numerical values associated with measurements of physical quantities are approximate, are subject to variation, and must be assigned units of measurement. |
| d) Determine appropriate size of unit of measurement in problem situation involving such attributes as length, time, capacity, or weight. | e) Determine appropriate accuracy of measurement in problem situations (e.g., the accuracy of each of several lengths needed to obtain a specified accuracy of a total length) and find the measure to that degree of accuracy. | e) Determine appropriate accuracy of measurement in problem situations (e.g., the accuracy of measurement of the dimensions to obtain a specified accuracy of area) and find the measure to that degree of accuracy. |
| e) Determine situations in which a highly accurate measurement is important. | f) Construct or solve problems involving scale drawings. | f) Construct or solve problems involving scale drawings. |

#### 3) Measurement in triangles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Solve problems involving indirect measurement such as finding the height of a building by comparing its shadow with the height and shadow of a known object.</td>
<td>a) Solve problems involving indirect measurement.</td>
<td>b) Solve problems using the fact that trigonometric ratios (sine, cosine, and tangent) stay constant in similar triangles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit 4 (continued). Measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c) Use the definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent as ratios of sides in a right triangle to solve problems about length of sides and measure of angles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d) Interpret and use the identity $\sin^2\theta + \cos^2\theta = 1$ for angles $\theta$ between $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$; recognize this identity as a special representation of the Pythagorean theorem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e) * Determine the radian measure of an angle and explain how radian measurement is related to a circle of radius 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f) * Use trigonometric formulas such as addition and double angle formulas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g) * Use the law of cosines and the law of sines to find unknown sides and angles of a triangle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).

**Geometry**

Geometry began as a practical collection of rules for calculating lengths, areas, and volumes of common shapes. In classical times, the Greeks turned it into a subject for reasoning and proof, and Euclid organized their discoveries into a coherent collection of results, all deduced using logic from a small number of special assumptions, called postulates. Euclid’s *Elements* stood as a pinnacle of human intellectual achievement for more than 2,000 years.

The 19th century saw a new flowering of geometric thought going beyond Euclid, and leading to the idea that geometry is the study of the possible structures of space. This had its most striking application in Einstein’s theories of relativity describing the behavior of light and gravity in terms of a four-dimensional geometry, which combines the usual three dimensions of space with time as an additional dimension.
A major insight of the 19th century is that geometry is intimately related to ideas of symmetry and transformation. The symmetry of familiar shapes under simple transformations—that our bodies look more or less the same if reflected across the middle or that a square looks the same if rotated by 90 degrees—is a matter of everyday experience. Many of the standard terms for triangles (scalene, isosceles, equilateral) and quadrilaterals (parallelogram, rectangle, rhombus, square) refer to symmetry properties. Also, the behavior of figures under changes of scale is an aspect of symmetry with myriad practical consequences. At a deeper level, the fundamental ideas of geometry (for example, congruence) depend on transformation and invariance. In the 20th century, symmetry ideas were also seen to underlie much of physics, including not only Einstein’s relativity theories but also atomic physics and solid-state physics (the field that produced computer chips).

Geometry as taught in U.S. schools roughly mirrors historical development through Greek times with some modern additions, most notably symmetry and transformations. By grade 4, students are expected to be familiar with a library of simple figures and their attributes, both in the plane (lines, circles, triangles, rectangles, and squares) and in space (cubes, spheres, and cylinders). In middle school, understanding of these shapes deepens, with study of cross-sections of solids and the beginnings of an analytical understanding of properties of plane figures, especially parallelism, perpendicularity, and angle relations in polygons. Schools introduce right angles and the Pythagorean theorem, and geometry becomes more and more mixed with measurement. Study of the number lines forms the basis for analytic geometry. In secondary school, instruction includes Euclid’s legacy and the power of rigorous thinking. Students are expected to make, test, and validate conjectures. Via analytic geometry, the key areas of geometry and algebra merge into a powerful tool that provides a basis for calculus and the applications of mathematics that helped create the modern technological world in which we live.

Symmetry is an increasingly important component of geometry. Elementary school students are expected to be familiar with the basic types of symmetry transformations of plane figures, including flips (reflection across lines), turns (rotations around points), and slides (translations). In middle school, this knowledge becomes more systematic and analytical, with each type of transformation distinguished from other types by their qualitative effects. For example, a rigid motion of a plane that leaves at least two points fixed (but not all points) must be a reflection in a line. In high school, students are expected to be able to represent transformations algebraically. Some students may also gain insight into their systematic structure, such as the classification of rigid motions of the plane as reflections, rotations, translations, or glide reflections, and what happens when two or more isometries are performed in succession (composition).
## Exhibit 5. Geometry

### 1) Dimension and shape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Explore properties of paths between points.</td>
<td>a) Draw or describe a path of shortest length between points to solve problems in context.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Identify or describe (informally) real-world objects using simple plane figures (e.g., triangles, rectangles, squares, and circles) and simple solid figures (e.g., cubes, spheres, and cylinders).</td>
<td>b) Identify a geometric object given a written description of its properties.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Identify or draw angles and other geometric figures in the plane.</td>
<td>c) Identify, define, or describe geometric shapes in the plane and in three-dimensional space given a visual representation.</td>
<td>c) Give precise mathematical descriptions or definitions of geometric shapes in the plane and in three-dimensional space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Draw or sketch from a written description polygons, circles, or semicircles.</td>
<td>d) Draw or sketch from a written description plane figures and planar images of three-dimensional figures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Represent or describe a three-dimensional situation in a two-dimensional drawing from different views.</td>
<td>e) Use two-dimensional representations of three-dimensional objects to visualize and solve problems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Describe attributes of two- and three-dimensional shapes.</td>
<td>f) Demonstrate an understanding about the two- and three-dimensional shapes in our world through identifying, drawing, modeling, building, or taking apart.</td>
<td>f) Analyze properties of three-dimensional figures including spheres and hemispheres.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2) Transformation of shapes and preservation of properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Identify whether a figure is symmetrical or draw lines of symmetry.</td>
<td>a) Identify lines of symmetry in plane figures or recognize and classify types of symmetries of plane figures.</td>
<td>a) Recognize or identify types of symmetries (e.g., point, line, rotational, self-congruence) of two- and three-dimensional figures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Give or recognize the precise mathematical relationship (e.g., congruence, similarity, orientation) between a figure and its image under a transformation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2) Transformation of shapes and preservation of properties (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c) Identify the images resulting from flips (reflections), slides (translations), or turns (rotations).</td>
<td>c) Recognize or informally describe the effect of a transformation on two-dimensional geometric shapes (reflections across lines of symmetry, rotations, translations, magnifications, and contractions).</td>
<td>c) Perform or describe the effect of a single transformation on two- and three-dimensional geometric shapes (reflections across lines of symmetry, rotations, translations, and dilations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Recognize which attributes (such as shape and area) change or do not change when plane figures are cut up or rearranged.</td>
<td>d) Predict results of combining, subdividing, and changing shapes of plane figures and solids (e.g., paper folding, tiling, cutting up and rearranging pieces).</td>
<td>d) Identify transformations, combinations, or subdivisions of shapes that preserve the area of two-dimensional figures or the volume of three-dimensional figures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Match or draw congruent figures in a given collection.</td>
<td>e) Justify relationships of congruence and similarity and apply these relationships using scaling and proportional reasoning.</td>
<td>e) Justify relationships of congruence and similarity and apply these relationships using scaling and proportional reasoning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) For similar figures, identify and use the relationships of conservation of angle and of proportionality of side length and perimeter.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Perform or describe the effects of successive transformations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3) Relationships between geometric figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Analyze or describe patterns of geometric figures by increasing number of sides, changing size or orientation (e.g., polygons with more and more sides).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Assemble simple plane shapes to construct a given shape.</td>
<td>b) Apply geometric properties and relationships in solving simple problems in two and three dimensions.</td>
<td>b) Apply geometric properties and relationships to solve problems in two and three dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Recognize two-dimensional faces of three-dimensional shapes.</td>
<td>c) Represent problem situations with simple geometric models to solve mathematical or real-world problems.</td>
<td>c) Represent problem situations with geometric models to solve mathematical or real-world problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3) Relationships between geometric figures (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d) Use the Pythagorean theorem to solve problems.</td>
<td>d) Use the Pythagorean theorem to solve problems in two- or three-dimensional situations.</td>
<td>e) Recall and interpret definitions and basic properties of congruent and similar triangles, circles, quadrilaterals, polygons, parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines, and associated angle relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Describe and compare properties of simple and compound figures composed of triangles, squares, and rectangles.</td>
<td>f) Describe or analyze simple properties of, or relationships between, triangles, quadrilaterals, and other polygonal plane figures.</td>
<td>f) Analyze properties or relationships of triangles, quadrilaterals, and other polygonal plane figures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Describe or analyze properties and relationships of parallel or intersecting lines.</td>
<td>g) Analyze properties and relationships of parallel, perpendicular, or intersecting lines including the angle relationships that arise in these cases.</td>
<td>h) Analyze properties of circles and the intersections of lines and circles (inscribed angles, central angles, tangents, secants, and chords).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4) Position, direction, and coordinate geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Describe relative positions of points and lines using the geometric ideas of parallelism or perpendicularity.</td>
<td>a) Describe relative positions of points and lines using the geometric ideas of midpoint, points on common line through a common point, parallelism, or perpendicularity.</td>
<td>a) Solve problems involving the coordinate plane such as the distance between two points, the midpoint of a segment, or slopes of perpendicular or parallel lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Describe the intersection of two or more geometric figures in the plane (e.g., intersection of a circle and a line).</td>
<td>b) Describe the intersections of lines in the plane and in space, intersections of a line and a plane, or of two planes in space.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 5 (continued). Geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4) Position, direction, and coordinate geometry (continued)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 8</td>
<td>Grade 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Construct geometric figures with vertices at points on a coordinate grid.</td>
<td>d) Represent geometric figures using rectangular coordinates on a plane.</td>
<td>d) Represent two-dimensional figures algebraically using coordinates and/or equations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e) * Use vectors to represent velocity and direction; multiply a vector by a scalar and add vectors both algebraically and graphically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f) Find an equation of a circle given its center and radius and, given an equation of a circle, find its center and radius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g) * Graph ellipses and hyperbolae whose axes are parallel to the coordinate axes and demonstrate understanding of the relationship between their standard algebraic form and their graphical characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h) * Represent situations and solve problems involving polar coordinates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5) Mathematical reasoning in geometry</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 8</td>
<td>Grade 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Distinguish which objects in a collection satisfy a given geometric definition and explain choices.</td>
<td>a) Make and test a geometric conjecture about regular polygons.</td>
<td>a) Make, test, and validate geometric conjectures using a variety of methods including deductive reasoning and counterexamples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Determine the role of hypotheses, logical implications, and conclusion in proofs of geometric theorems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c) Analyze or explain a geometric argument by contradiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
Exhibit 5 (continued). Geometry

5) Mathematical reasoning in geometry (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Analyze or explain a geometric proof of the Pythagorean theorem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) Prove basic theorems about congruent and similar triangles and circles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).

Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability

Data analysis and statistics covers the entire process of collecting, organizing, summarizing, and interpreting data. This is the heart of the discipline called statistics and is in evidence whenever quantitative information is used to determine a course of action. To emphasize the spirit of statistical thinking, data analysis should begin with a question to be answered, not with the data. Data should be collected only with a specific question (or questions) in mind and only after a plan (usually called a design) for collecting data relevant to the question is thought out. Beginning at an early age, students should grasp the fundamental principle that looking for questions in an existing data set is far different from the scientific method of collecting data to verify or refute a well-posed question. A pattern can be found in almost any data set if one looks hard enough; however, a pattern discovered in this way is often meaningless, especially from the point of view of statistical inference.

In the context of data analysis or statistics, probability can be thought of as the study of potential patterns in outcomes that have not yet been observed. We say that the probability of a balanced coin coming up heads when flipped is one half because we believe that about half of the flips would turn out to be heads if we flipped the coin many times.

Under random sampling, patterns for outcomes of designed studies can be anticipated and used as the basis for making decisions. If the coin actually turned up heads 80 percent of the time, we would suspect that it was not balanced. The whole probability distribution of all possible outcomes is important in most statistics problems because the key to decision-making is to decide whether or not a particular observed outcome is unusual (located in a tail of the probability distribution) or not. For example, four as a grade-point average is unusually high among most groups of students, four as the pound weight of a baby is unusually low, and four as the number of runs scored in a baseball game is not unusual in either direction.
By grade 4, students should be expected to apply their understanding of number and quantity to pose questions that can be answered by collecting appropriate data. They should be expected to organize data in a table or a plot and summarize the essential features of center, spread, and shape, both verbally and with simple summary statistics. Simple comparisons can be made between two related data sets but more formal inference based on randomness should come later. The basic concept of chance and statistical reasoning can be built into meaningful contexts, such as “If I draw two names from among those of the students in the room, am I likely to get two girls?” Such problems can be addressed through simulation.

Building on the same definition of data analysis and the same principles of describing data distributions through center, spread, and shape, grade 8 students should be expected to be able to use a wider variety of organizing and summarizing techniques. They can also begin to analyze statistical claims through designed surveys and experiments that involve randomization, with simulation being the main tool for making simple statistical inferences. They will begin to use more formal terminology related to probability and data analysis.

Students in grade 12 should be expected to use a wide variety of statistical techniques for all phases of the data analysis process, including a more formal understanding of statistical inference (still with simulation as the main inferential analysis tool). In addition to comparing univariate data sets, students at this level should be able to recognize and describe possible associations between two variables by looking at two-way tables for categorical variables or scatterplots for measurement variables. Association between variables is related to the concepts of independence and dependence and an understanding of these ideas requires knowledge of conditional probability. These students should be able to use statistical models (linear and nonlinear equations) to describe possible associations between measurement variables and should be familiar with techniques for fitting models to data.
### Exhibit 6. Data analysis, statistics, and probability

#### 1) Data representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The following representations of data are indicated for each grade level. Objectives in which only a subset of these representations is applicable are indicated in the parenthesis associated with the objective.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pictographs, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, line plots, tables, and tallies.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Histograms, line graphs, scatter-plots, box plots, bar graphs, circle graphs, stem and leaf plots, frequency distributions, and tables.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Histograms, line graphs, scatter-plots, box plots, bar graphs, circle graphs, stem and leaf plots, frequency distributions, and tables, including two-way tables.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a) Read or interpret a single set of data.</strong></td>
<td><strong>a) Read or interpret data, including interpolating or extrapolating from data.</strong></td>
<td><strong>a) Read or interpret graphical or tabular representations of data.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b) For a given set of data, complete a graph (limits of time make it difficult to construct graphs completely).</strong></td>
<td><strong>b) For a given set of data, complete a graph and then solve a problem using the data in the graph (histograms, line graphs, scatterplots, circle graphs, and bar graphs).</strong></td>
<td><strong>b) For a given set of data, complete a graph and solve a problem using the data in the graph (histograms, scatterplots, and line graphs).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c) Solve problems by estimating and computing within a single set of data.</strong></td>
<td><strong>c) Solve problems by estimating and computing with data from a single set or across sets of data.</strong></td>
<td><strong>c) Solve problems involving univariate or bivariate data.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>d) Given a graph or a set of data, determine whether information is represented effectively and appropriately (histograms, line graphs, scatterplots, circle graphs, and bar graphs).</strong></td>
<td><strong>d) Given a graphical or tabular representation of a set of data, determine whether information is represented effectively and appropriately.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>e) Compare and contrast the effectiveness of different representations of the same data.</strong></td>
<td><strong>e) Compare and contrast different graphical representations of univariate and bivariate data.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>f) Organize and display data in a spreadsheet in order to recognize patterns and solve problems.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2) Characteristics of data sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Calculate, use, or interpret mean, median, mode, or range.</td>
<td>a) Calculate, interpret, or use summary statistics for distributions of data including measures of typical value (mean, median), position (quartiles, percentiles), and spread (range, interquartile range, variance, and standard deviation).</td>
<td>b) Recognize how linear transformations of one-variable data affect mean, median, mode, range, interquartile range, and standard deviation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Given a set of data or a graph, describe the distribution of data using median, range, or mode.</td>
<td>b) Describe how mean, median, mode, range, or interquartile ranges relate to distribution shape.</td>
<td>c) Determine how mean, median, mode, range, or interquartile ranges relate to distribution shape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Identify outliers and determine their effect on mean, median, mode, or range.</td>
<td>c) Identify outliers and determine their effect on mean, median, mode, or range.</td>
<td>c) Determine the effect of outliers on mean, median, mode, range, interquartile range, or standard deviation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Compare two sets of related data.</td>
<td>d) Using appropriate statistical measures, compare two or more data sets describing the same characteristic for two different populations or subsets of the same population.</td>
<td>d) Compare data sets using summary statistics (mean, median, mode, range, interquartile range, or standard deviation) describing the same characteristic for two different populations or subsets of the same population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Visually choose the line that best fits given a scatterplot and informally explain the meaning of the line. Use the line to make predictions.</td>
<td>e) Visually choose the line that best fits given a scatterplot and informally explain the meaning of the line. Use the line to make predictions.</td>
<td>c) Approximate a trend line if a linear pattern is apparent in a scatterplot or use a graphing calculator to determine a least-squares regression line and use the line or equation to make predictions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 6 (continued). Data analysis, statistics, and probability

#### 2) Characteristics of data sets (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f) Recognize that the correlation coefficient is a number from –1 to +1 that measures the strength of the linear relationship between two variables; visually estimate the correlation coefficient (e.g., positive or negative, closer to 0, .5, or 1.0) of a scatterplot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g) Know and interpret the key characteristics of a normal distribution such as shape, center (mean), and spread (standard deviation).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3) Experiments and samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Given a sample, identify possible sources of bias in sampling.</td>
<td>a) Identify possible sources of bias in sample surveys and describe how such bias can be controlled and reduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Distinguish between a random and nonrandom sample.</td>
<td>b) Recognize and describe a method to select a simple random sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) * Draw inferences from samples, such as estimates of proportions in a population, estimates of population means, or decisions about differences in means for two “treatments.”</td>
<td>c) * Recognize the differences in design and in conclusions between randomized experiments and observational studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Evaluate the design of an experiment.</td>
<td>d) Identify or evaluate the characteristics of a good survey or of a well-designed experiment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
### Exhibit 6 (continued). Data analysis, statistics, and probability

#### 4) Probability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Use informal probabilistic thinking to describe chance events (i.e., likely and unlikely, certain and impossible).</td>
<td>a) Analyze a situation that involves probability of an independent event.</td>
<td>a) Recognize whether two events are independent or dependent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Determine a simple probability from a context that includes a picture.</td>
<td>b) Determine the theoretical probability of simple and compound events in familiar contexts.</td>
<td>b) Determine the theoretical probability of simple and compound events in familiar or unfamiliar contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Estimate the probability of simple and compound events through experimentation or simulation.</td>
<td>c) Given the results of an experiment or simulation, estimate the probability of simple or compound events in familiar or unfamiliar contexts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Use theoretical probability to evaluate or predict experimental outcomes.</td>
<td>d) Use theoretical probability to evaluate or predict experimental outcomes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) List all possible outcomes of a given situation or event.</td>
<td>e) Determine the sample space for a given situation.</td>
<td>e) Determine the number of ways an event can occur using tree diagrams, formulas for combinations and permutations, or other counting techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Use a sample space to determine the probability of possible outcomes for an event.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Represent the probability of a given outcome using a picture or other graphic.</td>
<td>g) Represent the probability of a given outcome using fractions, decimals, and percents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Determine the probability of independent and dependent events. (Dependent events should be limited to a small sample size.)</td>
<td>h) Determine the probability of independent and dependent events.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i) Determine conditional probability using two-way tables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j) Interpret probabilities within a given context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j) Interpret and apply probability concepts to practical situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k) * Use the binomial theorem to solve problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
### Exhibit 6 (continued). Data analysis, statistics, and probability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5) Mathematical reasoning with data</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Identify misleading uses of data in real-world settings and critique different ways of presenting and using information.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Distinguish relevant from irrelevant information, identify missing information, and either find what is needed or make appropriate approximations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) * Recognize, use, and distinguish between the processes of mathematical (deterministic) and statistical modeling.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Recognize when arguments based on data confuse correlation with causation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) * Recognize and explain the potential errors caused by extrapolating from data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).

## Algebra

Algebra was pioneered in the Middle Ages by mathematicians in the Middle East and Asia as a method of solving equations easily and efficiently by manipulation of symbols, rather than by the earlier geometric methods of the Greeks. The two approaches were eventually united in the analytic geometry of René Descartes. Modern symbolic notation, developed in the Renaissance, greatly enhanced the power of the algebraic method and from the 17th century forward, algebra in turn promoted advances in all branches of mathematics and science.

The widening use of algebra led to study of its formal structure. Out of this were gradually distilled the “rules of algebra,” a compact summary of the principles behind algebraic manipulation. A parallel line of thought produced a simple but flexible concept of function and also led to the development of set theory as a comprehensive background for mathematics. When taken liberally to include these ideas, algebra reaches from the foundations of mathematics to the frontiers of current research.
These two aspects of algebra—as a powerful representational tool and as a vehicle for comprehensive concepts such as function—form the basis for the expectations throughout the grades. By grade 4, students should be able to recognize and extend simple numeric patterns as one foundation for a later understanding of function. They can begin to understand the meaning of equality and some of its properties as well as the idea of an unknown quantity as a precursor to the concept of variable.

As students move into middle school, the ideas of function and variable become more important. Representation of functions as patterns, via tables, verbal descriptions, symbolic descriptions, and graphs, can combine to promote a flexible grasp of the idea of function. Linear functions receive special attention. They connect to the ideas of proportionality and rate, forming a bridge that will eventually link arithmetic to calculus. Symbolic manipulation in the relatively simple context of linear equations is reinforced by other means of finding solutions, including graphing by hand or with calculators.

In high school, students should become comfortable manipulating and interpreting more complex expressions. The rules of algebra should come to be appreciated as a basis for reasoning. Nonlinear functions, especially quadratic, power, and exponential functions, are introduced to solve real-world problems. Students should become accomplished at translating verbal descriptions of problem situations into symbolic form. By grade 12, students should encounter expressions involving several variables, systems of linear equations, and solutions to inequalities.

### Exhibit 7. Algebra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Patterns, relations, and functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Recognize, describe, or extend numerical patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Given a pattern or sequence, construct or explain a rule that can generate the terms of the pattern or sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Given a description, extend or find a missing term in a pattern or sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Create a different representation of a pattern or sequence given a verbal description.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 1) Patterns, relations, and functions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e) Recognize or describe a relationship in which quantities change proportionally.</td>
<td>e) Identify functions as linear or nonlinear or contrast distinguishing properties of functions from tables, graphs, or equations.</td>
<td>e) Identify or analyze distinguishing properties of linear, quadratic, rational, exponential, or <em>trigonometric</em> functions from tables, graphs, or equations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Interpret the meaning of slope or intercepts in linear functions.</td>
<td>g) Determine whether a relation, given in verbal, symbolic, tabular, or graphical form, is a function.</td>
<td>h) Recognize and analyze the general forms of linear, quadratic, rational, exponential, or <em>trigonometric</em> functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Determine the domain and range of functions given in various forms and contexts.</td>
<td></td>
<td>i) Determine the domain and range of functions given in various forms and contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j) * Given a function, determine its inverse if it exists and explain the contextual meaning of the inverse for a given situation.</td>
<td></td>
<td>j) * Given a function, determine its inverse if it exists and explain the contextual meaning of the inverse for a given situation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2) Algebraic representations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Translate between the different forms of representations (symbolic, numerical, verbal, or pictorial) of whole number relationships (such as from a written description to an equation or from a function table to a written description).</td>
<td>a) Translate between different representations of linear expressions using symbols, graphs, tables, diagrams, or written descriptions.</td>
<td>a) Create and translate between different representations of algebraic expressions, equations, and inequalities (e.g., linear, quadratic, exponential, or <em>trigonometric</em>) using symbols, graphs, tables, diagrams, or written descriptions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
### Exhibit 7 (continued). Algebra

#### 2) Algebraic representations (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b) Analyze or interpret linear relationships expressed in symbols, graphs, tables, diagrams, or written descriptions.</td>
<td>b) Analyze or interpret relationships expressed in symbols, graphs, tables, diagrams (including Venn diagrams), or written descriptions and evaluate the relative advantages or disadvantages of different representations to answer specific questions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Graph or interpret points with whole number or letter coordinates on grids or in the first quadrant of the coordinate plane.</td>
<td>c) Graph or interpret points represented by ordered pairs of numbers on a rectangular coordinate system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Solve problems involving coordinate pairs on the rectangular coordinate system.</td>
<td>d) Perform or interpret transformations on the graphs of linear, quadratic, exponential, and trigonometric functions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Identify or represent functional relationships in meaningful contexts including proportional, linear, and common nonlinear (e.g., compound interest, bacterial growth) in tables, graphs, words, or symbols.</td>
<td>f) Given a real-world situation, determine if a linear, quadratic, rational, exponential, logarithmic, or trigonometric function fits the situation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Solve problems involving exponential growth and decay.</td>
<td></td>
<td>h) *Analyze properties of exponential, logarithmic, and rational functions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3) Variables, expressions, and operations</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Use letters and symbols to represent an unknown quantity in a simple mathematical expression.</td>
<td>b) Write algebraic expressions, equations, or inequalities to represent a situation.</td>
<td>b) Write algebraic expressions, equations, or inequalities to represent a situation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Express simple mathematical relationships using number sentences.</td>
<td>c) Perform basic operations, using appropriate tools, on linear algebraic expressions (including grouping and order of multiple operations involving basic operations, exponents, roots, simplifying, and expanding).</td>
<td>c) Perform basic operations, using appropriate tools, on algebraic expressions including polynomial and rational expressions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d) Write equivalent forms of algebraic expressions, equations, or inequalities to represent and explain mathematical relationships.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e) Evaluate algebraic expressions including polynomials and rational expressions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f) Use function notation to evaluate a function at a specified point in its domain and combine functions by addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and composition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g) * Determine the sum of finite and infinite arithmetic and geometric series.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h) Use basic properties of exponents and *logarithms to solve problems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Objectives that describe mathematics content beyond that typically taught in a standard three-year course of study (the equivalent of one year of geometry and two years of algebra).
### Exhibit 7 (continued). Algebra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4) Equations and inequalities</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Find the value of the unknown in a whole number sentence.</td>
<td>a) Solve linear equations or inequalities (e.g., $ax + b = c$ or $ax + b = cx + d$ or $ax + b &gt; c$).</td>
<td>a) Solve linear, rational, or quadratic equations or inequalities, including those involving absolute value.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Interpret “=” as an equivalence between two expressions and use this interpretation to solve problems.</td>
<td>c) Analyze situations or solve problems using linear equations and inequalities with rational coefficients symbolically or graphically (e.g., $ax + b = c$ or $ax + b = cx + d$).</td>
<td>c) Analyze situations, develop mathematical models, or solve problems using linear, quadratic, exponential, or logarithmic equations or inequalities symbolically or graphically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Analyze situations or solve problems using linear equations and inequalities with rational coefficients symbolically or graphically (e.g., $ax + b = c$ or $ax + b = cx + d$).</td>
<td>d) Interpret relationships between symbolic linear expressions and graphs of lines by identifying and computing slope and intercepts (e.g., know in $y = ax + b$, that $a$ is the rate of change and $b$ is the vertical intercept of the graph).</td>
<td>d) Solve (symbolically or graphically) a system of equations or inequalities and recognize the relationship between the analytical solution and graphical solution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Interpret relationships between symbolic linear expressions and graphs of lines by identifying and computing slope and intercepts (e.g., know in $y = ax + b$, that $a$ is the rate of change and $b$ is the vertical intercept of the graph).</td>
<td>e) Use and evaluate common formulas (e.g., relationship between a circle's circumference and diameter [$C = \pi d$], distance and time under constant speed).</td>
<td>e) Solve problems involving special formulas such as: $A = P(I + r)t$ or $A = Pe^t$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Use and evaluate common formulas (e.g., relationship between a circle's circumference and diameter [$C = \pi d$], distance and time under constant speed).</td>
<td>f) Solve an equation or formula involving several variables for one variable in terms of the others.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Solve an equation or formula involving several variables for one variable in terms of the others.</td>
<td>g) Solve quadratic equations with complex roots.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5) Mathematical reasoning in algebra</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Verify a conclusion using algebraic properties.</td>
<td>a) Make, validate, and justify conclusions and generalizations about linear relationships.</td>
<td>a) Use algebraic properties to develop a valid mathematical argument.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Determine the role of hypotheses, logical implications, and conclusions in algebraic argument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c) Explain the use of relational conjunctions (and, or) in algebraic arguments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER THREE

MATHEMATICAL COMPLEXITY OF ITEMS

Each NAEP item assesses an objective that can be associated with a content area of mathematics, such as Number Properties and Operations or Geometry. Each item also makes certain demands on students’ thinking. These demands determine the mathematical complexity of an item, which is the second dimension of the mathematics framework. The three levels of mathematical complexity in NAEP assessment are low, moderate, and high.

The demands on thinking that an item expects—what it asks the student to recall, understand, reason about, and do—assume that students are familiar with the mathematics of the task. For example, a task with low complexity might ask students simply to state the formula to find the distance between two points. Those students who had never learned anything about distance formula would not be successful on the task even though the demands were low. Items are developed for administration at a given grade level on the basis of the framework, and complexity of those items is independent of the particular curriculum a student has experienced.

Mathematical complexity deals with what the students are asked to do in a task. It does not take into account how they might undertake it. In the distance formula task, for instance, students who had studied the formula might simply reproduce it from memory. Others, however, who could not recall the exact formula might end up deriving it from the Pythagorean theorem, engaging in a different kind of thinking than the task presupposed.

The categories—low complexity, moderate complexity, and high complexity—form an ordered description of the demands an item may make on a student. Items at the low level of complexity, for example, may ask a student to recall a property. At the moderate level, an item may ask the student to make a connection between two properties; at the high level, an item may ask a student to analyze the assumptions made in a mathematical model. This is an example of the distinctions made in item complexity to provide balance in the item pool. The ordering is not intended to imply that mathematics is learned or should be taught in such an ordered way. Using levels of complexity to describe that dimension of each item allows for a balance of mathematical thinking in the design of the assessment.
The mathematical complexity of an item is not directly related to its format (multiple choice, short constructed response, or extended constructed response). Items requiring that the student generate a response tend to make somewhat heavier demands on students than items requiring a choice among alternatives, but that is not always the case. Any type of item can deal with mathematics of greater or less depth and sophistication. There are selected-response items that assess complex mathematics, and constructed-response items can be crafted to assess routine mathematical ideas.

The remainder of this chapter gives brief descriptions of each level of complexity as well as examples from previous NAEP assessments to illustrate each level. A brief rationale is included to explain why an item is so classified. All example items found in this chapter can also be found in Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment, where they are accompanied by full scoring rubrics. That document also contains other examples and more detailed discussion of the complexity levels.

Items in the NAEP Mathematics Assessment should be balanced according to levels of complexity as described in more detail in chapter five. The ideal balance should be as follows.

Exhibit 8. Percent of testing time at each level of complexity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Low Complexity**

Low-complexity items expect students to recall or recognize concepts or procedures specified in the framework. Items typically specify what the student is to do, which is often to carry out some procedure that can be performed mechanically. The student is not left to come up with an original method or to demonstrate a line of reasoning. The following examples have been classified at the low-complexity level.
Example 1: Low Complexity
Grade 4
Number Properties and Operations: Number sense
Source: 1996 NAEP 4M9 #1
Percent correct: 50%
No calculator

How many fourths make a whole?
Answer: ___________

Rationale: This item is of low complexity since it explicitly asks students to recognize an example of a concept (four-fourths make a whole).

Correct answer: 4

Example 2: Low Complexity
Grade 4
Geometry: Transformations of shapes
Source: 2005 NAEP 4M12 #12
Percent correct: 54%
No calculator

A piece of metal in the shape of a rectangle was folded as shown above. In the figure on the right, the “?” symbol represents what length?
A. 3 inches
B. 6 inches
C. 8 inches
D. 11 inches

A. 3 inches
B. 6 inches
C. 8 inches
D. 11 inches

Rationale: Although this is a visualization task, it is of low complexity since it requires only a straightforward recognition of the change in the figure. Students in the fourth grade are expected to be familiar with sums such as 11 + 3, so this does not increase the complexity level for these students.

Correct answer: B
Example 3: Low Complexity
Grade 8
Algebra: Algebraic representations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>−1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of the following equations represents the relationship between $x$ and $y$ shown in the table above?

A. $y = x^2 + 1$
B. $y = x + 1$
C. $y = 3x − 1$
D. $y = x^2 − 3$
E. $y = 3x^2 − 1$

Correct answer: C

Rationale: This item would be at the moderate level if it were written as follows, “Write the equation that represents the relationship between $x$ and $y$.” In generating the equation students would first have to decide if the relationship was linear.

Example 4: Low Complexity
Grade 8
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability: Characteristics of data sets

The prices of gasoline in a certain region are $1.41, $1.36, $1.57, and $1.45 per gallon. What is the median price per gallon for gasoline in this region?

A. $1.41
B. $1.43
C. $1.44
D. $1.45
E. $1.47

Correct answer: B

Rationale: Students do not have to decide what to do, but rather, they need to recall the concept of a median and the procedure for handling a set of data with an even number of entries.
**Example 5: Low Complexity**  
Grade 12  
Algebra: Equations and inequalities

*Source: 2005 NAEP B3M3#12*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent correct: 31%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No calculator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\begin{align*}
  x + 2y &= 17 \\
  x - 2y &= 3 
\end{align*}
\]

The graphs of the two equations shown above intersect at the point \((x, y)\).

What is the value of \(x\) at the point of intersection?

A. 3½ 
B. 5 
C. 7 
D. 10 
E. 20 

Correct answer: D

Rationale: This item is of low complexity since it involves a procedure that should be carried out mechanically by grade 12.

**Example 6: Low Complexity**  
Grade 12  
Algebra: Variables, expressions, and operations

*Source: 2005 NAEP B3M3 #16*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent correct: 26%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No calculator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If \(f(x) = x^2 + x\) and \(g(x) = 2x + 7\), what is the expression for \(f(g(x))\)?

Correct answer: \(4x^2 + 30x + 56\)

Rationale: Although the content of the task could be considered advanced, it involves recognizing the notation for composition of two functions and carrying out a procedure.
Example 7: Low Complexity
Grade 12
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability: Data representation

Source: 2005 NAEP B3M3 #11
Percent correct: 39%
No calculator

According to the box-and-whisker plot above, three-fourths of the cars made by Company X got fewer than how many miles per gallon?

A. 20
B. 24
C. 27
D. 33
E. 40

Correct answer: D

Rationale: This item is of low complexity since it requires reading a graph and recalling that the four sections of the box-and-whisker plot are quartiles (each represents one-fourth of the data).
Moderate Complexity

Items in the moderate-complexity category involve more flexibility of thinking and choice among alternatives than do those in the low-complexity category. The student is expected to decide what to do and how to do it, bringing together concepts and processes from various domains. For example, the student may be asked to represent a situation in more than one way, to draw a geometric figure that satisfies multiple conditions, or to solve a problem involving multiple unspecified operations. Students might be asked to show or explain their work but would not be expected to justify it mathematically. The following examples are items that have been classified at the moderate complexity level.

Example 8: Moderate Complexity
Grade 4
Algebra: Equations and inequalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: 2005 NAEP 4M4 #12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent correct: 34% (full credit), 22% (partial credit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No calculator, tiles provided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Questions 11–14 [these questions included this item] refer to the number tiles or the paper strip. Please remove the 10 number tiles and the paper strip from your packet and put them on your desk.

Jan entered four numbers less than 10 on his calculator. He forgot what his second and fourth numbers were. This is what he remembered doing.

\[ 8 + \square - 7 + \square = 10 \]

List a pair of numbers that could have been the second and fourth numbers. (You may use the number tiles to help you.)

\[ \text{________, ________} \]

List a different pair that could have been the second and fourth numbers.

\[ \text{________, ________} \]

Correct answer: Any two of these combinations:
(0,9) (9,0)
(1,8) (8,1)
(2,7) (7,2)
(3,6) (6,3)
(4,5) (5,4)

Rationale: This item is of moderate complexity because students have to decide what to do and how to do it. It requires some flexibility in thinking since students at this grade level are not expected to have a routine method to determine two missing numbers and they also have to find two different solutions.
### Example 9: Moderate Complexity

**Grade 4**  
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability: Data representation  
Source: 2005 NAEP 4M12 #11  
Percent correct: 52%  
No calculator

Jim made the graph above. Which of these could be the title for the graph?

A. Number of students who walked to school on Monday through Friday  
B. Number of dogs in five states  
C. Number of bottles collected by three students  
D. Number of students in 10 clubs

Rationale: Students must analyze the graph and the choices for a title and eliminate choices because of knowledge of dogs and clubs and the structure of the graph (five sets of data) in order to choose an appropriate title for the graph.

### Example 10: Moderate Complexity

**Grade 8**  
Measurement: Measuring physical attributes  
Source: 2005 NAEP 8M3 #3  
Percent correct: 44% (full credit), 13% (partial credit)  
No calculator, ruler provided

The figure above shows a picture and its frame.  
In the space below, draw a rectangular picture 2 inches by 3 inches and draw a 1-inch wide frame around it.

Rationale: Students must plan their drawing, decide whether to begin with the inside or outside rectangle, and determine how the other rectangle is related to the one chosen. Often creating a drawing that satisfies several conditions is more complex than describing a given figure.
### Example 11: Moderate Complexity
**Grade 8**  
**Algebra: Patterns, relations, and functions**  
**Source:** 2005 NAEP 8M3 #10  
**Percent correct:** 34%  
**No calculator**

In the equation $y = 4x$, if the value of $x$ is increased by 2, what is the effect on the value of $y$?

A. It is 8 more than the original amount
B. It is 6 more than the original amount
C. It is 2 more than the original amount
D. It is 16 times the original amount
E. It is 8 times the original amount

**Correct answer:** A

**Rationale:** This item is of moderate complexity because it involves more flexibility and a choice of alternative ways to approach the problem rather than a low complexity level, which more clearly states what is to be done. At grade 8, students have not learned a procedure for answering this type of question.

### Example 12: Moderate Complexity
**Grade 8**  
**Geometry: Relationships in geometric figures**  
**Source:** 2005 NAEP 8M3 #14  
**Percent correct:** 28%  
**No calculator**

A certain 4-sided figure has the following properties.  
- Only one pair of opposite sides are parallel  
- Only one pair of opposite sides are equal in length  
- The parallel sides are not equal in length  

Which of the following must be true about the sides that are equal in length?

A. They are perpendicular to each other  
B. They are each perpendicular to an adjacent side  
C. They are equal in length to one of the other two sides  
D. They are not equal in length to either of the other two sides  
E. They are not parallel

**Correct answer:** E

**Rationale:** This item is of moderate complexity since it requires some visualization and reasoning but no mathematical justification for the answer chosen.
**Example 13: Moderate Complexity**  
Grade 12  
Number Properties and Operations: Number operations  
Source: 2005 NAEP B3M3  
Percent correct: 22%  
No calculator

The remainder when a number \( n \) is divided by 7 is 2. Which of the following is the remainder when \( 2n + 1 \) is divided by 7?

A. 1  
B. 2  
C. 3  
D. 4  
E. 5

Correct answer: E

Rationale: Although the problem could be approached algebraically (\( n = 7m + 2 \), for some whole number \( m \), and \( 2n + 1 = 2(7m + 2) + 1 = 14m + 5 \), so the remainder is 5), students can solve the problem by using a value for \( n \) that satisfies the condition that it has a remainder of 2 when divided by 7. If the students were asked to justify their solution algebraically, then this would be an item of high complexity.

---

**Example 14: Moderate Complexity**  
Grade 12  
Measurement: Measuring physical attributes  
Source: 2005 NAEP B3M12 #15  
Percent correct: 41%  
Calculator available

A cat lies crouched on level ground 50 feet away from the base of a tree. The cat can see a bird’s nest directly above the base of the tree. The angle of elevation from the cat to the bird’s nest is 40°. To the nearest foot, how far above the base of the tree is the bird’s nest?

A. 32  
B. 38  
C. 42  
D. 60  
E. 65

Correct answer: C

Rationale: Students must draw or visualize the situation, recall the appropriate trigonometric function, and use a calculator to determine the value of that function.
Example 15: Moderate Complexity
Grade 12
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability: Characteristics of data sets
Source: 2005 NAEP B3M12 #16
Percent correct: 12%
Calculator available

A clock manufacturer has found that the amount of time their clocks gain or lose per week is normally distributed with a mean of 0 minutes and a standard deviation of 0.5 minute, as shown below.

In a random sample of 1,500 of their clocks, which of the following is closest to the expected number of clocks that would gain or lose more than 1 minute per week?

A. 15
B. 30
C. 50
D. 70
E. 90

Correct answer: D

Rationale: Students must recall information about the normal curve (that the region between the mean ± 2 standard deviations contains 95 percent of the data), and apply that information to solve the problem.
High Complexity

High-complexity items make heavy demands on students, because they are expected to use reasoning, planning, analysis, judgment, and creative thought. Students may be expected to justify mathematical statements or construct a mathematical argument. Items might require students to generalize from specific examples. Items at this level take more time than those at other levels due to the demands of the task, not due to the number of parts or steps. In the example items at the moderate level, several suggestions were made in the rationale that would classify the items at a high level of complexity. The following examples are items that have been classified at the high-complexity level.

**Example 16: High Complexity**

*Grade 4*
*Algebra: Patterns, relations, and functions*

The table below shows how the chirping of a cricket is related to the temperature outside. For example, a cricket chirps 144 times each minute when the temperature is 76°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Chirps Per Minute</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>76°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>78°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>80°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>82°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>84°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What would be the number of chirps per minute when the temperature outside is 90° if this pattern stays the same?

Answer: _________________________

Explain how you figured out your answer.

Correct answer: 200

Rationale: To receive full credit for this item, students must give the correct number of chirps and explain that for every 2-degree rise in the temperature, the number of chirps increases by eight. The item requires creative thought for students at this grade as well as planning a solution strategy. Additionally, it requires a written justification of their answer, more than just showing work.
Example 17: High Complexity
Grade 8
Algebra: Patterns, relations, and functions

If the grid in Question 10 [the previous question] were large enough and the beetle continued to move in the same pattern [over 2 and up 1], would the point that is 75 blocks up and 100 blocks over from the starting point be on the beetle's path?

Give a reason for your answer.

Rationale: Students must justify their yes or no answer by using the concept of slope showing that moving over 2 and up 1 repeatedly would result in the beetle being at a point 100 blocks over and 50 blocks up. This requires analysis of the situation as well as a mathematical explanation of the thinking. Since it is not realistic to extend the grid, students are expected to generalize about the ratio.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example 18: High Complexity</th>
<th>Source: Modified NAEP item No protractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry: Mathematical reasoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the 12 sides of the regular figure above has the same length.

1. Which of the following angles has a measure of 90°?
   - A. Angle $ABI$
   - B. Angle $ACG$
   - C. Angle $ADF$
   - D. Angle $ADI$
   - E. Angle $AEH$

2. Prove that no angle formed by joining three vertices of the figure could have a measure of 50 degrees

Correct answer: B

Modification: This item (2005 NAEP B3M3 #1) has been modified to illustrate a high-complexity item. The original item allowed the use of a protractor and did not ask for a proof.

Rationale: There are several ways to approach part 1 of this problem, so students must decide which method to use. Part 2 raises the complexity to high since it requires students to present a mathematical argument requiring creative thought and the bringing together of information about circle arcs and inscribed angles. They could argue that no angle can be 50° because all angles must be multiples of 15°.
Example 19: High Complexity
Grade 12
Number Properties and Operations: Number sense

Which of the following is false for all values of $x$ if $x$ is any real number?

A. $x < x^2 < x^3$
B. $x^3 < x < x^2$
C. $x^2 < x < x^3$
D. $x^3 < x^1 < x^2$
E. $x^3 < x^2 < x$

Rationale: This selected-response item requires planning, deciding what strategy to use, and reasoning about which statement is always false.

Additional examples of items and their classifications can be found in Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment as well as on the National Center for Education Statistics’ website: nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/itmrlsx/. All the released items from recent mathematics assessments can be accessed from this site. The complexity classification is available only for items beginning with the 2005 assessment, because it was the first year that the framework specified this dimension.
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Central to the development of the NAEP assessment in mathematics is the careful selection of items. Since 1992, the NAEP Mathematics Assessment has used three formats or item types: multiple choice, short constructed response, and extended constructed response. Since 2017, the NAEP Mathematics Assessment has included these item types in a digital platform. The transition to digital administration provides opportunities to expand the range of formats used for these types of items. Testing time on the NAEP Mathematics Assessment is divided evenly between selected-response items and both types of constructed-response items, as shown below.

**Exhibit 9. Percent of testing time by item formats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected response</th>
<th>Constructed response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Selected–Response Items**

Selected-response items require students to read, reflect, or compute and then to select the alternative that best expresses the answer. This format is appropriate for quickly determining whether students have achieved certain knowledge and skills. A carefully constructed selected-response item can assess any of the levels of mathematical complexity (described in chapter three) from simple procedures to more sophisticated concepts. Such items, however, are limited in the extent to which they can provide evidence of the depth of students’ thinking. Selected-response items in the more traditional multiple-choice format for grade 4 have four choices, and at grades 8 and 12, there are five
choices. These items are scored as either correct or incorrect. Selected-response items have a variety of formats, some of which allow for more than one correct response. In a digital platform, response modes can also vary, allowing students to indicate their responses using drag and drop features of the digital platform, for example.

Types of item formats are illustrated in this chapter. The presentations of the items often have been reduced, but students have ample space to work and to respond in the actual NAEP assessment administered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example 1: Multiple Choice</th>
<th>Source: 2005 NAEP 4M12 #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Percent correct: 53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Properties and Operations: Number operations</td>
<td>No calculator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\frac{4}{6} - \frac{1}{6} = \]

A. 3
B. 3/6
C. 3/0
D. 5/6

Correct answer: B
**Example 2: Multiple Choice**  
Grade 12  
Geometry: Relationships between geometric figures  
Source: 2005 NAEP 3M4 #13  
Percent correct: 25%  
No calculator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 12</th>
<th>Geometry: Relationships between geometric figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>2005 NAEP 3M4 #13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent correct</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No calculator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of the right triangles below could NOT be a 30°-60°-90° triangle?

- A. ![6, 12](image)
- B. ![10, 5](image)
- C. ![1, \(\sqrt{3}\)](image)
- D. ![1, \(\frac{1}{2}\)](image)
- E. ![\(\sqrt{3}\), 2](image)

**Correct answer: B**

---

**Short Constructed-Response Items**

To provide more reliable and valid opportunities for extrapolating about students’ approaches to problems, NAEP assessments include items often referred to as short constructed-response items. These are short-answer items that require students to give either a numerical result or the correct name or classification for a group of mathematical objects, draw an example of a given concept, or
possibly write a brief explanation for a given result. Short constructed-response items may be scored correct, incorrect, or partially correct, depending on the nature of the problem and the information gained from students’ responses.

### Example 3: Short Constructed Response

**Grade 8**  
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability: Characteristics of data sets  
Source: 2003 NAEP 8M7 #13  
Percent correct: 19%  
Calculator available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above shows the scores of a group of 11 students on a history test. What is the average (mean) score of the group to the nearest whole number?

**Answer:** _________________________

The scoring guide below describes one correct answer.

### Scoring Guide

**1 – Correct response: 69**

**0 – Incorrect**
A schoolyard contains only bicycles and wagons like those in the figure below.

On Tuesday, the total number of wheels in the schoolyard was 24. There are several ways this could happen.

a. How many bicycles and how many wagons could there be for this to happen?
   Number of bicycles ________
   Number of wagons ________

b. Find another way that this could happen.
   Number of bicycles ________
   Number of wagons ________

Scoring Guide

Solution:
Any two of the following correct responses:
0 bicycles, 6 wagons
2 bicycles, 5 wagons
4 bicycles, 4 wagons
6 bicycles, 3 wagons
8 bicycles, 2 wagons
10 bicycles, 1 wagon
12 bicycles, 0 wagons

2 – Correct: Two correct responses

1 – Partial
One correct response, for either part a or part b
OR
Same correct response in both parts

0 – Incorrect: Any incorrect or incomplete response
**Extended Constructed-Response Items**

Extended constructed-response items require students to consider a situation that requires more than a numerical response or a short verbal communication. Extended constructed-response items have more parts to the response and the student is expected to take more time to complete them. The student may be asked, for example, to describe a situation, analyze a graph or table of values or an algebraic equation, or compute specific numerical values.

Extended constructed-response items are scored at either four or five levels.

**Example 5: Extended Constructed Response**

Grade 8
Measurement: Measuring physical attribute

Source: 2005 NAEP 8M3 #18
Percent correct: 9% (extended credit), 5% (satisfactory), 4% (partial), 5% (minimal)
No calculator

The floor of a room in the figure above is to be covered with tiles. One box of floor tiles will cover 25 square feet. Use your ruler to determine how many boxes of these tiles must be bought to cover the entire floor.

___________ boxes of tiles
The scoring guide has five possible levels, ranging from the most complete and mathematically correct response to a response that was incorrect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Scoring Guide</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct process for solution includes evidence of each of the following (may be implied or explicit):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. measuring dimensions correctly (getting 2.5 inches and 4 inches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(if centimeters are used the measure must be <strong>exact</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. converting to feet correctly (getting 10 feet and 16 feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. finding the area (160 square feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. dividing by 25 to find the number of boxes (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Note: Steps b and c may be interchanged; if done this would yield 10 square inches and 60 square feet, respectively)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **4 – Extended:** |
| Correct responses |

| **3 – Satisfactory** |
| Response contains correct complete process as outlined above (a through d) but has a minor error (such as dimensions in inches are measured incorrectly OR the answer to the scale conversion is incorrect OR one other minor computational error OR does not round) |

| **2 – Partial** |
| 7 with no explanation OR response contains correct **complete** process as outlined above (a through d) but has a major conceptual error (such as use of incorrect conversion factor OR use of perimeter [52] instead of area OR perceives the floor as a square and performs all 4 steps) |

| **1 – Minimal** |
| 6.4 with no explanation |
| OR |
| Measures 2.5 inches and 4 inches correctly and gets 10 square inches for area |
| OR |
| Measures 2.5 inches correctly and converts correctly to 10 feet and 16 feet (may also indicate area is 160 square feet) |

| **0 – Incorrect** |
| Any incorrect response |
**Scoring Constructed-Response Items**

Since 1996, each constructed-response item has had a unique scoring guide that defines the criteria used to evaluate students’ responses. Many of the short constructed-response items are rated according to guides that permit partial credit as seen in Example 4: Short Constructed Response. Other short constructed-response items are scored as either correct or incorrect.

The extended constructed-response items are evaluated with scoring guides refined from a sample of actual student responses from pilot testing. The scoring guide used follows a multiple-point format similar to one shown for Example 5: Extended Constructed Response.

Additional information about the NAEP Mathematics Assessment can be found at www.nagb.gov and https://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard, including additional samples of each of the types of items described in this chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE

DESIGN OF TEST AND ITEMS

The NAEP Mathematics Assessment is complex in its structure. The design of the assessment demands that multiple features stay in balance. The test items should adequately cover a broad range of content, balanced at each grade level according to the required distribution for each content area. At the same time, items make differing demands on students according to how mathematically complex they are. This, too, requires balance. The assessments also need to be balanced according to three item formats: multiple choice, short constructed response, and extended constructed response. An additional balance issue involves the mathematical setting of the item, whether it is purely mathematical or set in a real-world context.

Other features of both the test and the items are important in the design of a valid and reliable assessment. These include how sampling is used in the design of NAEP, the use of calculators, and the use of manipulatives and other tools. Of critical importance is the issue of accessibility for all students, which is addressed in several different ways. A final design feature is the use of families of items. This chapter describes each of these features and issues.

Balance of Content

As described in chapter two, each NAEP mathematics item is developed to measure one of the objectives, which are organized into five major content areas. The table below shows the distribution of items by grade and content area. See chapter two for more details.
Exhibit 10. Percent distribution of items by grade and content area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Properties and Operations</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balance of Mathematical Complexity

As described in chapter three, items are classified according to the level of demands they make on students; this is known as mathematical complexity. Each item is considered to be at one of three levels of complexity: low, moderate, or high.

The ideal balance sought for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment is not necessarily the balance one would wish for curriculum or instruction in mathematics education. Balance here must be considered in the context of the constraints of an assessment such as NAEP. These constraints include the timed nature of the test and its format, whether paper-and-pencil or digital. Items of high complexity, for example, often take more time to complete. At the same time, some items of all three types are essential to assess the full range of students’ mathematical achievement.

The ideal balance would be that half of the total testing time on the assessment is spent on items of moderate complexity, with the remainder of the total time spent equally on items of low and high complexity. This balance would apply for all three grade levels.

Exhibit 11. Percent of testing time at each level of complexity
**Balance of Item Formats**

Items consist of three formats: multiple choice, short constructed response, and extended constructed response (see chapter three for an in-depth discussion of each type). Testing time on NAEP is divided evenly between selected-response items and both types of constructed-response items as shown below.

![Exhibit 12. Percent of testing time by item formats](image)

The design of the assessment must take into account the amount of time students are expected to spend on each format.

**Balance of Item Contexts**

Just as mathematics can be separated into pure and applied mathematics, NAEP items should seek a balance of items that measure students’ knowledge within both realms. Therefore, some items will deal with purely mathematical ideas and concepts, whereas others will be set in the context of real-world problems.

In the two pairs of examples below, the first item is purely mathematical, whereas the second is set in the context of a real-world problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example Pair 1: Pure Mathematical Setting</th>
<th>Source: 2005 NAEP 4M4 #1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Percent correct: 76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Properties and Operations: Number operations</td>
<td>No calculator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtract:

972
− 46

Answer: ______________________

Correct answer: 926
Example Pair 1: Contextual Mathematical Setting
Grade 4
Number Properties and Operations: Number operations
Source: 2005 NAEP 4M12 #4
Percent correct: 80%
No calculator

There are 30 people in the music room. There are 74 people in the cafeteria. How many more people are in the cafeteria than the music room?
A. 40
B. 44
C. 54
D. 104

Correct answer: B

Both items involve computation. In the first item the operation is specified. In the other item, the students must interpret the contextual situation, recognize that it calls for finding the difference between 74 and 30, and then compute.

Example Pair 2: Pure Mathematical Setting
Grade 12
Measurement: Measuring physical attributes
Source: Modified NAEP Item
Calculator available

In the triangle below $AC = 50$ feet and $m \angle C = 40°$.

What is the length of $AB$ to the nearest foot?
Answer: ____________________

Correct answer: 42 feet
A cat lies crouched on level ground 50 feet away from the base of a tree. The cat can see a bird's nest directly above the base of the tree. The angle of elevation from the cat to the bird's nest is 40°. To the nearest foot, how far above the base of the tree is the bird's nest?

A. 32
B. 38
C. 42
D. 60
E. 65

Correct answer: C

Sampling

Since the set of content objectives described in chapter two would constitute too many items for a single test given to all students, the design of NAEP allows for matrix sampling. This means that there are multiple forms of the test. Items are distributed so that students taking part in the assessment do not all receive the same items. In NAEP mathematics, students take two 30-minute blocks (sets of items). Matrix sampling greatly increases the capacity to obtain information across a much broader range of the objectives than would otherwise be possible. Not only items, but also schools and students, are sampled. See the Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment for more details about how the representative samples of schools and students are chosen.

Calculators

The assessment contains blocks of items for which calculators are not allowed and other blocks that contain some items that would be difficult to solve without a calculator. At each grade level, approximately two-thirds of the blocks measure students’ mathematical knowledge and skills without access to a calculator; the other third allow use of a calculator. The type of calculator students may use varies by grade level, as follows:

- At grade 4, a four-function calculator is supplied to students, with training at the time of administration.
- At grade 8, a scientific calculator is supplied to students, with training at the time of administration.
- At grade 12, students are allowed to bring whatever calculator, graphing or otherwise, they are accustomed to using in the classroom with some restrictions for test security purposes. For students who do not bring a calculator to use on the assessment, NAEP will provide a scientific calculator.
Since 2017, the digital platform for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment has supplied calculators that are virtual, presented to students within the digital environment of the assessment. No items at either grade 8 or grade 12 will be designed to provide an advantage to students with a graphing calculator. Estimated time required for any item should be based on the assumption that students are not using a graphing calculator. Items are categorized according to the degree to which a calculator is useful in responding to the item:

A calculator-inactive item is one whose solution neither requires nor suggests the use of a calculator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example: Calculator-Inactive Item</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Source: 2005 NAEP 8M3 #4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry: Transformation of shapes and preservation of properties</td>
<td>Percent correct: 86%</td>
<td>Calculator available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paper tube in the figure above is to be cut along the dotted line and opened up. What will be the shape of the flattened piece of paper?

Answer: _____________________

Correct answer: Rectangle or square
A calculator is not necessary for solving a calculator-neutral item; however, given the option, some students might choose to use one.

Example: Calculator-Neutral Item
Grade 8
Algebra: Patterns, relations, and functions

Source: 2005 NAEP 8M3 #12
Percent correct: 60%
Calculator available

\[
\begin{align*}
1 + 3 &= 4 \\
1 + 3 + 5 &= 9 \\
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 &= 16 \\
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 &= 25
\end{align*}
\]

According to the pattern suggested by the four examples above, how many consecutive odd integers are required to give a sum of 144?
A. 9 
B. 12 
C. 15 
D. 36 
E. 72

Correct answer: B

A calculator is necessary or very helpful in solving a calculator-active item; a student would find it very difficult to solve the problem without the aid of a calculator.

Example: Calculator-Active Item
Grade 12
Measurement: Measuring physical attributes

Source: 2005 NAEP 3M12 #15
Percent correct: 41%
Calculator available

A cat lies crouched on level ground 50 feet away from the base of a tree. The cat can see a bird’s nest directly above the base of the tree. The angle of elevation from the cat to the bird’s nest is 40°. To the nearest foot, how far above the base of the tree is the bird’s nest?
A. 32 
B. 38 
C. 42 
D. 60 
E. 65

Correct answer: C
**Manipulatives and Tools**

The assessment uses reasonable manipulative materials where possible in measuring students’ ability to represent their understandings and to use tools to solve problems. Examples of manipulative materials include number tiles, geometric shapes, rulers, and protractors. The manipulative materials and accompanying tasks are carefully chosen to cause minimal disruption of the test administration process.

In the following example, number tiles are provided to the student.

**Example: Number Tiles Provided**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Source: 2005 NAEP 4M4 #11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Properties and Operations: Number operations</td>
<td>Percent correct: 47% (correct), 42% (partially correct)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No calculator; tiles provided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This question refers to the number tiles. Please remove the 10 number tiles and the paper strip from your packet and put them on your desk.*

Audrey used only the number tiles with the digits 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9. She placed one tile in each box below so the difference was 921.

Write the numbers in the boxes below to show where Audrey placed the tiles.

```
  [ ]    [ ]    [ ]
  [ ]    [ ]    [ ]    [ ]
  ________
  9 2 1
```

Correct answer:

```
  [ ]    [ ]    [ ]
  [ ]    [ ]    [ ]
  ________
  9 2 1
```

In the next example, students are provided with a protractor.
Example: Protractor Provided

Grade 8
Measurement: Measuring physical attributes

Source: 2005 NAEP 8M3 #2
Percent correct: 21%, 47% (partially correct)
No calculator; protractor provided

The weather service reported a tornado 75° south of west. On the figure below, use your protractor to draw an arrow from P in the direction in which the tornado was sighted.

Accessibility

The NAEP Mathematics Assessment is designed to measure the achievement of students across the nation. Therefore, it should allow students who have learned mathematics in a variety of ways, following different curricula and using different instructional materials; students who have mastered the content to varying degrees; students with disabilities; and students who are English language learners to demonstrate their content knowledge and skill. The related design issue is to determine a reasonable way to measure mathematics in the same way for students who come to the assessment with different experiences, strengths, and challenges; who approach mathematics from different perspectives; and who have different ways of displaying their knowledge and skill.

Two methods NAEP uses to design an accessible assessment program are developing the standard assessment so that it is accessible and providing accommodations for students with special needs. The first is addressed by careful item design. For many students with disabilities and students whose native language is not English, the standard administration of the NAEP assessment will be most appropriate. For other students with disabilities and some English language learners, the
NAEP mathematics accommodations policy allows for a variety of accommodations, which can be used alone or in combination. These accommodations include but are not limited to:

- One-on-one testing
- Small group testing
- Extended time
- Oral reading of directions
- Large-print
- Bilingual English/Spanish versions
- Use of an aide to transcribe responses

For more detailed information about item design and accommodations see *Assessment and Item Specifications for the NAEP Mathematics Assessment*.

**Item Families**

Item families are groups of related items designed to measure the depth of student knowledge within a particular content area (vertical item families) or the breadth of student understanding of specific concepts, principles, or procedures across content areas (horizontal item families). Within a family, items may cross content areas, vary in mathematical complexity, and cross grade levels.

Using item families in different ways provides for a more in-depth analysis of student performance than would a collection of discrete, unrelated items. For example, a family of items might be designed to see how students use proportional thinking in different mathematical contexts, such as geometry, algebra, and measurement. Another family might be designed to explore students’ knowledge of a concept and their ability to apply that knowledge in increasingly sophisticated problem situations.


APPENDIX A

NAEP MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT-LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

The NAEP achievement levels are cumulative; therefore, students performing at the NAEP Proficient level also display the competencies associated with the NAEP Basic level, and students at the NAEP Advanced level also demonstrate the skills and knowledge associated with both the NAEP Basic and the NAEP Proficient levels. The cut score indicating the lower end of the score range for each level is noted in parentheses. Bold text is a short, general summary to describe performance at each achievement level.

Mathematics Achievement–Levels Descriptions for Grade 4

*NAEP Basic*  
(214) Fourth-grade students performing at the Basic level should show some evidence of understanding the mathematical concepts and procedures in the five NAEP content areas.

Fourth-graders performing at the Basic level should be able to estimate and use basic facts to perform simple computations with whole numbers; show some understanding of fractions and decimals; and solve some simple real-world problems in all NAEP content areas. Students at this level should be able to use—although not always accurately—four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes. Their written responses are often minimal and presented without supporting information.
Fourth-grade students performing at the *Proficient* level should consistently apply integrated procedural knowledge and conceptual understanding to problem solving in the five NAEP content areas.

Fourth-graders performing at the *Proficient* level should be able to use whole numbers to estimate, compute, and determine whether results are reasonable. They should have a conceptual understanding of fractions and decimals; be able to solve real-world problems in all NAEP content areas; and use four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes appropriately. Students performing at the *Proficient* level should employ problem-solving strategies such as identifying and using appropriate information. Their written solutions should be organized and presented both with supporting information and explanations of how they were achieved.

Fourth-grade students performing at the *Advanced* level should apply integrated procedural knowledge and conceptual understanding to complex and nonroutine real-world problem solving in the five NAEP content areas.

Fourth-graders performing at the *Advanced* level should be able to solve complex nonroutine real-world problems in all NAEP content areas. They should display mastery in the use of four-function calculators, rulers, and geometric shapes. These students are expected to draw logical conclusions and justify answers and solution processes by explaining why, as well as how, they were achieved. They should go beyond the obvious in their interpretations and be able to communicate their thoughts clearly and concisely.
Mathematics Achievement–Levels Descriptions for Grade 8

*NAEP Basic*  
Eighth-grade students performing at the *Basic* level should exhibit evidence of conceptual and procedural understanding in the five NAEP content areas. This level of performance signifies an understanding of arithmetic operations—including estimation—on whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and percents.

Eighth-graders performing at the *Basic* level should complete problems correctly with the help of structural prompts such as diagrams, charts, and graphs. They should be able to solve problems in all NAEP content areas through the appropriate selection and use of strategies and technological tools—including calculators, computers, and geometric shapes. Students at this level also should be able to use fundamental algebraic and informal geometric concepts in problem solving.

As they approach the *Proficient* level, students at the *Basic* level should be able to determine which of the available data are necessary and sufficient for correct solutions and use them in problem solving. However, these eighth-graders show limited skill in communicating mathematically.

*NAEP Proficient*  
Eighth-grade students performing at the *Proficient* level should apply mathematical concepts and procedures consistently to complex problems in the five NAEP content areas.

Eighth-graders performing at the *Proficient* level should be able to conjecture, defend their ideas, and give supporting examples. They should understand the connections among fractions, percents, decimals, and other mathematical topics such as algebra and functions. Students at this level are expected to have a thorough understanding of *Basic* level arithmetic operations—an understanding sufficient for problem solving in practical situations.

Quantity and spatial relationships in problem solving and reasoning should be familiar to them, and they should be able to convey underlying reasoning skills beyond the level of arithmetic. They should be able to compare and contrast mathematical ideas and generate their own examples. These students should make inferences from data and graphs; apply properties of informal geometry; and accurately use the tools of technology. Students at this level should understand the process of gathering and organizing data and be able to calculate, evaluate, and communicate results within the domain of statistics and probability.
Eighth-grade students performing at the *Advanced* level should be able to reach beyond the recognition, identification, and application of mathematical rules in order to generalize and synthesize concepts and principles in the five NAEP content areas.

Eighth-graders performing at the *Advanced* level should be able to probe examples and counterexamples in order to shape generalizations from which they can develop models. Eighth-graders performing at the *Advanced* level should use number sense and geometric awareness to consider the reasonableness of an answer. They are expected to use abstract thinking to create unique problem-solving techniques and explain the reasoning processes underlying their conclusions.

**Mathematics Achievement–Levels Descriptions for Grade 12**

**NAEP Basic**

Twelfth-grade students performing at the *Basic* level should be able to solve mathematical problems that require the direct application of concepts and procedures in familiar mathematical and real-world settings.

Students performing at the *Basic* level should be able to compute, approximate, and estimate with real numbers, including common irrational numbers. They should be able to order and compare real numbers and be able to perform routine arithmetic calculations with and without a scientific calculator or spreadsheet. They should be able to use rates and proportions to solve numeric and geometric problems.

At this level, students should be able to interpret information about functions presented in various forms, including verbal, graphical, tabular, and symbolic. They should be able to evaluate polynomial functions and recognize the graphs of linear functions. Twelfth-grade students should also understand key aspects of linear functions, such as slope and intercepts.

These students should be able to extrapolate from sample results; calculate, interpret, and use measures of center; and compute simple probabilities.

Students at this level should be able to solve problems involving area and perimeter of plane figures, including regular and irregular polygons, and involving surface area and volume of solid figures. They should also be able to solve problems using the Pythagorean theorem and using scale drawings. Twelfth-graders performing at the *Basic* level should be able to estimate, calculate, and compare measures, as well as to identify and compare properties of two- and three-dimensional figures. They should be able to solve routine problems using two-dimensional coordinate geometry, including calculating slope, distance, and midpoint. They should also be able to perform single translations or reflections of geometric figures in a plane.
Twelfth-grade students performing at the Proficient level should be able to recognize when particular concepts, procedures, and strategies are appropriate, and to select, integrate, and apply them to solve problems. They should also be able to test and validate geometric and algebraic conjectures using a variety of methods, including deductive reasoning and counterexamples.

Twelfth-grade students performing at the Proficient level should be able to compute, approximate, and estimate the values of numeric expressions using exponents (including fractional exponents), absolute value, order of magnitude, and ratios. They should be able to apply proportional reasoning, when necessary, to solve problems in nonroutine settings, and to understand the effects of changes in scale. They should be able to predict how transformations, including changes in scale, of one quantity affect related quantities.

These students should be able to write equivalent forms of algebraic expressions, including rational expressions, and use those forms to solve equations and systems of equations. They should be able to use graphing tools and to construct formulas for spreadsheets; to use function notation; and to evaluate quadratic, rational, piecewise-defined, power, and exponential functions. At this level, students should be able to recognize the graphs and families of graphs of these functions and to recognize and perform transformations on the graphs of these functions. They should be able to use properties of these functions to model and solve problems in mathematical and real-world contexts, and they should understand the benefits and limits of mathematical modeling. Twelfth graders performing at the Proficient level should also be able to translate between representations of functions, including verbal, graphical, tabular, and symbolic representations; to use appropriate representations to solve problems; and to use graphing tools and to construct formulas for spreadsheets.

Students performing at this level should be able to use technology to calculate summary statistics for distributions of data. They should be able to recognize and determine a method to select a simple random sample, identify a source of bias in a sample, use measures of center and spread of distributions to make decisions and predictions, describe the impact of linear transformations and outliers on measures of center, calculate combinations and permutations to solve problems, and understand the use of the normal distribution to describe real-world situations. Twelfth-grade students should be able to use theoretical probability to predict experimental outcomes involving multiple events.

These students should be able to solve problems involving right triangle trigonometry, use visualization in three dimensions, and perform successive transformations of a geometric figure in a plane. They should be able to understand the effects of transformations, including changes in scale, on corresponding measures and to apply slope, distance, and midpoint formulas to solve problems.
Twelfth-grade students performing at the *Advanced* level should demonstrate in-depth knowledge of and be able to reason about mathematical concepts and procedures. They should be able to integrate this knowledge to solve nonroutine and challenging problems, provide mathematical justifications for their solutions, and make generalizations and provide mathematical justifications for those generalizations. These students should reflect on their reasoning, and they should understand the role of hypotheses, deductive reasoning, and conclusions in geometric proofs and algebraic arguments made by themselves and others. Students should also demonstrate this deep knowledge and level of awareness in solving problems, using appropriate mathematical language and notation.

Students at this level should be able to reason about functions as mathematical objects. They should be able to evaluate logarithmic and trigonometric functions and recognize the properties and graphs of these functions. They should be able to use properties of functions to analyze relationships and to determine and construct appropriate representations for solving problems, including the use of advanced features of graphing calculators and spreadsheets.

These students should be able to describe the impact of linear transformations and outliers on measures of spread (including standard deviation), analyze predictions based on multiple data sets, and apply probability and statistical reasoning to solve problems involving conditional probability and compound probability.

Twelfth-grade students performing at the *Advanced* level should be able to solve problems and analyze properties of three-dimensional figures. They should be able to describe the effects of transformations of geometric figures in a plane or in three dimensions, to reason about geometric properties using coordinate geometry, and to do computations with vectors and to use vectors to represent magnitude and direction.
APPENDIX B

In 2022, the Governing Board developed new content- and grade-specific ALDs that explain what students proved they can likely do based on actual NAEP performance. These achievement level descriptions are intended for use with reporting results and are updated over time to make sure they maintain accurate representations of student performance. The descriptions are developed by educators and content experts based on a review of assessment items assigned to each achievement level. The items are assigned to an achievement level based on the likelihood that most students (67 percent) within a level can answer the item correctly.

Table 1. Mathematics Grade 4 – Reporting ALDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement Level</th>
<th>Reporting ALDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAEP Basic</td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determine place value of whole numbers up to hundred thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• locate whole numbers on a number line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• read, write, compose, and decompose multi-digit whole numbers in a variety of forms based on place value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify even and odd numbers and understand factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers with single-step and/or regrouping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• add and subtract decimals to the hundredths place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• understand inverse operations and their properties and apply concepts of multiplication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify appropriate measurement tools in real-world scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• measure or estimate lengths of objects in standard and non-standard units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• find the perimeter of polygons given a visual aid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify lines of symmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify attributes of polygons as well as 3D shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• compare these attributes with the support of visual aids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• correlate information between tables and data displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• read and interpret tables and scaled graphs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| NAEP Basic | Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely  
| | • identify the rule for a pattern and extend, complete, or determine missing numbers in patterns  
| | • complete input/output tables  
| | • locate points on a map/grid system with whole number or letter coordinates. |
| NAEP Proficient | Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely  
| | • demonstrate an understanding of the relationships between the four operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division)  
| | • add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers, fractions, and decimals in single and multi-step problems  
| | • apply basic properties of operations to solve problems  
| | • divide with whole numbers using one-digit divisors and understand remainders  
| | • solve problems with real-world contexts involving fractions with like denominators  
| | • identify and explain factors and multiples  
| | • compare and order whole numbers  
| | • identify, understand, and sort even and odd numbers  
| | • identify and compare decimals, fractions, and whole numbers on a number line  
| | • identify reasonable estimates. |
| Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely  
| | • identify appropriate units or tools of measurement within the same system  
| | • convert measurements within the same system  
| | • measure lengths of objects to the nearest whole or ½ unit  
| | • solve or estimate problems involving area. |
| Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely  
| | • demonstrate knowledge of 2D shapes by identifying, comparing, contrasting, and analyzing their attributes and describe attributes of 3D shapes with support of visual aids  
| | • select the final image of translations and reflections with no dashed lines and create parallel lines. |
| Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely  
| | • interpret and analyze data with scales of 2 or greater to solve problems  
| | • identify possible outcomes in probability events  
| | • determine the probability of events using terms of likelihood. |
| Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely  
| | • select expressions and equations to represent real-world situations  
| | • solve one-step equations with whole numbers  
| | • determine and/or apply rules to write, identify, or extend values in input/output tables  
| | • locate and name points on a map/grid system with whole number or letter coordinates. |
| NAEP Advanced | Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely  
|               | • compare and order whole numbers, fractions, and decimals to hundredths  
|               | • apply understanding of factors and multiples and the structure of all operations with whole numbers  
|               | • understand and use inverse operations and use simple ratios  
|               | • multiply and divide 2- and 3-digit whole numbers with no remainders.  
|               | Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely  
|               | • select appropriate and reasonable measurements in real-world scenarios  
|               | • know vocabulary and units associated with area, perimeter, and volume  
|               | • solve one-step and multi-step problems involving area and/or perimeter.  
|               | Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely  
|               | • identify and apply attributes of 2D and 3D shapes in more complex contexts  
|               | • compose and decompose 2D shapes to create more complex shapes  
|               | • identify, draw and/or describe parallel lines  
|               | • apply and draw lines of symmetry  
|               | • generalize and reason with attributes of symmetrical figures  
|               | • identify a series of rotations.  
|               | Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely  
|               | • identify or describe events based on general probability categories  
|               | • interpret and analyze data from single or multiple line, bar, and circle graphs  
|               | • determine and interpret probability of an event with more than one condition  
|               | • create a visual representation of equivalent fractions in relation to probability.  
|               | Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely  
|               | • select expressions and equations to represent real-world situations with unknowns in all positions  
|               | • solve for unknowns in all positions with division of whole numbers  
|               | • determine, apply, and/or write a rule for a given pattern or input/output table as well as extend patterns and input/output tables  
|               | • locate and name points \((x, y)\) on a coordinate grid with whole number or letter coordinates.  

Note: The content descriptions represented within the reporting ALD statements are intended to reflect the content defined within the framework.
### Table 2. Mathematics Grade 8 – Reporting ALDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement Level</th>
<th>Reporting ALDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NAEP Basic</strong></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• simplify expressions involving integers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use operations to solve real-world problems involving integers or fractions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use proportional relationships to find equivalent ratios and create fractions and fractional relationships, with or without models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• demonstrate understanding of scientific notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• reason and determine measurements, including length, area, and volume, with descriptions, labeled diagrams, and units provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply proportional reasoning to solve problems in context using scale factor, distance, unit conversion and quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply simple scale factor value to find unknown lengths of triangles and rectangles without setting up a proportion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• find a missing angle in a triangle given two angles and understand that angles of a triangle add to 180 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• recognize quadrilaterals given a description of their shared attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• interpret, create, and/or compare different data set representations to determine a specific set of values for mean, mode, and range while identifying errors and appropriateness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use a coordinate plane to identify and plot coordinate points precisely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• find the distance between points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• recognize and extend patterns within an arithmetic or geometric sequence of numbers in a list or table (arithmetic, geometric) to solve problems in context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify, solve, and/or evaluate one- and two-step equations, and apply slope, given linear relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAEP Proficient</td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• demonstrate an understanding of using and creating ratios to solve problems mathematically or in context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• calculate GCF and LCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• perform basic operations with rational numbers to solve problems in context while applying proper units and converting between fractions, decimals, and percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• compare and order rational numbers with rational or common irrational numbers with or without a number line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply problem-solving strategies to solve square roots and ratio and proportions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• demonstrate an understanding of solving problems that relate to comparing measures of two or three dimensions of space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determining possible dimensions given area and volume as well as selecting appropriate units of measure and applying scale factor to area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• reason abstractly using addition and subtraction in contextual situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• solve problems involving capacity, area, and weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• classify angle measurements using diagrams and protractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• understand concepts of parallel and perpendicular lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use angle relationships and/or measurements formed when parallel lines are cut by a transversal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply concepts of corresponding parts between similar and congruent figures with some containing composite shapes in context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply problem-solving strategies to solve Pythagorean Theorem problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• solve problems in context by creating a figure in the coordinate plane that satisfies area and perimeter criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• reflect a shape on the coordinate plane over the x- and y-axis and plot some of the corresponding points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determine unknown side lengths by decomposing a polygon using given constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determine coordinates of missing endpoints of vertical or horizontal line segments on a coordinate plane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use problem solving skills to make calculations based on multiple representations of data sets in context to determine measures of central tendencies, theoretical probability, and basic probability concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• estimate values along the line of best fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify sources of bias in a sample design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• calculate the mean from tables of data in multiple sets of values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• create, model, identify, and solve one-step inequalities and multi-step equations with or without context and with or without constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• evaluate and extend sequential and recursive patterns using tables, models, multiple steps or from translating a written description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• graph and identify key features of linear and nonlinear functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• recognize the effects on a graph when the slope and y-intercept are changed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### NAEP Advanced

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
- solve mathematical problems and problems in context with rational numbers including absolute values and variables by interpreting, creating and using diagrams
- engage with abstract situations and apply properties such as even and/or odd numbers, divisibility rules, and prime and composite numbers in mathematic situations

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
- create a proportion to represent scale in context and analyze number lines with fractional intervals
- use ratios and proportion to find and/or explain measurements in multi-step situations, including unit rate and speed/distance
- solving problems involving area including composing and decomposing complex figures
- reason abstractly using multiple steps of addition and subtraction in context
- estimate length and measure using tools appropriately in context.

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
- understand angle relationships formed when parallel lines are cut by a transversal(s) to solve complex problems
- determine relative positions of points using the geometric ideas of midpoint involving directionality on the coordinate plane
- classify geometric solids by their properties and recognize cross-sections of plane and solid figures predicting results of subdividing complex plane figures in a variety of ways
- perform a sequence of transformations in the coordinate plane and identify corresponding parts and points
- understand and apply relationships of circles and central angles
- evaluate proportionality and similarity to find unknown values
- justify the sum of interior angles of polygons
- demonstrate knowledge of the faces of geometric solids
- determine unknown sides of triangles using Pythagorean Theorem or similar triangles.

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
- analyze and compare problems using problem-solving skills to make calculations and connections based on multiple representations of data sets to determine measures of central tendencies and their effect, theoretical and experimental probability, and basic probability concepts
- use a line of best fit or line graph to make predictions and interpretations
- analyze and critique graphical displays to justify appropriateness and solve problems.

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
- interpret, analyze, apply, and justify mathematical or contextual linear and nonlinear relationships and their key features represented through equations, tables, and graphs of a line, including with scales other than 1
- evaluate, interpret, justify, solve, and write multiple-step equations and/or expressions and inequalities with fractions and/or multiple variables in contextual situations with or without constraints.

Note: The content descriptions represented within the reporting ALD statements are intended to reflect the content defined within the framework.
## Table 3. Mathematics Grade 12 – Reporting ALDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement Level</th>
<th>Reporting ALDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NAEP Basic</strong></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use operations with rational numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply single-step percentages to solve real-world problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply proportional relationships to solve real-world problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use the properties of operations to determine equivalent polynomial expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• solve single-step radical equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• perform a single reflection of a parent function graphically and/or algebraically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify a type of function given a verbal description, table of values, and graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• analyze graphs of linear functions to compare rates of change or slope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• apply proportional reasoning to solve real-world problems using scale or unit rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determine how rigid and non-rigid transformations affect an object and its measurements, including area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• calculate vertical and horizontal distances given the coordinates of two points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• compare areas of simple figures with or without a grid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students performing at the NAEP Basic achievement level can likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determine probabilities of simple events from 2-way tables and verbal descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• determine the characteristics of a well-designed survey including valid sampling methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify the mean from the graph of a normal distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• describe the effect changing the value of a data point has on the mean or median of the data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• analyze a scatterplot to identify a correct trend line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| NAEP Proficient | Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely
|                 | • demonstrate an understanding of real numbers and operations with real numbers
|                 | • analyze information to solve real-world problems with proportional reasoning
|                 | • write numbers in scientific notation and compute with scientific notation
|                 | • simplify numeric expressions and perform operations that involve whole-number exponents
|                 | • use common multiples to solve real-world problems.

Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely
• use the properties of operations and exponents to determine equivalent polynomial expressions in a single step
• perform a rigid transformation (reflection or translation) of a function graphically and/or algebraically
• identify a type of function based on equations, verbal descriptions, tables, OR graphs
• translate between different representations of functions
• analyze key features of functions (including slope, intercept, domain, and range) given coordinates of points, a table of values, a verbal description, an equation, or a graph
• evaluate algebraic expressions or functions (including piecewise, linear, radical, quadratic, exponential, step) in the form of an equation or a graph for a given value
• apply exponential relationships to solve problems or write expressions
• determine the number of solutions for equations or inequalities
• write inequalities from a verbal description
• apply understanding of sequences to solve problems.

Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely
• apply proportional relationships to solve problems about similar figures or represent scale relationships using diagrams
• perform dilations, centered at the origin, with coordinates
• compare areas of complex figures on a grid
• reason about properties (angles, line segments, etc.) of diagrams based on perpendicular or parallel lines
• use properties of plane figures to solve problems
• demonstrate an understanding of 3-dimensional shapes by composing/decomposing them and taking cross sections
• determine the type of measurement of a 3-dimensional figure for a given unit
• complete an expression for a trigonometric ratio from a right triangle.

Students performing at the NAEP Proficient achievement level can likely
• distinguish between, find, and compare experimental and theoretical probabilities
• analyze the characteristics of experimental and survey designs and what can likely be inferred by each
• describe the impact of increasing a data value on the mean or median
• analyze data sets to determine or compare measures of center or spread
• analyze trends in scatterplots to make predictions or determine when predictions are appropriate
• analyze both appropriate and misleading data displays to draw conclusions.
| **NAEP Advanced** | Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
  • reason with and apply the properties and operations of real numbers
  • solve multi-step real-world problems using percentages
  • compute and/or estimate the values of numeric expressions involving square roots and cube roots.

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
  • use the properties of operations and exponents to determine equivalent polynomial expressions in multiple steps
  • perform a series of rigid transformations (including translations and reflections) of a function graphically and/or algebraically
  • determine an appropriate family of functions to model a real-world problem given a diagram or a table of values
  • analyze multiple key features (including slope, intercept, domain, range, and vertex) of functions (including linear, quadratic, and logarithmic) given coordinates of points, a graph, or an equation
  • analyze real-world problems to determine the meaning of values within an equation
  • solve and/or graph compound, absolute value, and quadratic inequalities
  • determine and apply recursive rules for sequences and functions.

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
  • apply proportional reasoning to solve problems relating to area, similar figures, and converting between measurement systems
  • describe a series of transformations, when two or more types of transformations are used, for a figure on the coordinate plane
  • use coordinate geometry to find the midpoint of a segment
  • reason about the relationship between lines in parallel planes and lines that intersect parallel planes
  • apply properties and measurements of figures, including angles, perimeter, and area to solve problems
  • decompose 3-dimensional shapes to solve problems
  • apply the Pythagorean Theorem to find lengths in 3-dimensional figures
  • apply trigonometric ratios to solve problems involving a single right-triangle.

Students performing at the NAEP Advanced achievement level can likely
  • determine joint probabilities from 2-way tables or data sets
  • generalize results of an experiment to a population
  • describe or find the effects on summary statistics when the data set is changed
  • create a data set with a given median, mode, and range
  • compare correlation coefficients from scatterplots
  • understand that correlation does not imply causation
  • create data displays, including 2-way tables and boxplots, given data or summary statistics.

Note: The content descriptions represented within the reporting ALD statements are intended to reflect the content defined within the framework.